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SUMMARY 
The ability to control aircraft elastic modes with actively controlled surfaces has been success- 
fully demonstrated with a wind tunnel model of a DC-10 derivative. The 4.5-percent scale 
aeroelastic model of the DC-10 had actuators and servo-system components to activate the con- 
trol surfaces. The model was analyzed and tested in both semispan and complete model con- 
figurations. The semispan model was tested in the Douglas low-speed wind tunnel (three test 
periods), and the full-span complete model was tested in the Northrop Aircraft Company 7- x lo- 
foot low-speed wind tunnel. 
Using classical methods, control laws were developed which suppressed flutter and reduced 
wing bending loads due to gusts. Alternative control laws were developed by NASA personnel 
which were based on aerodynamic energy and optimal control methods. These were also suc- 
cessfully tested. Flutter tests with the various control laws showed 15- to 25-percent increase in 
the critical flutter speed and substantial reduction in wing bending response in turbulence with 
the active system on. 
In general, good correlation was obtained between test and analytical predictions; however, cer- 
tain areas were identified which require further investigation and development. 

INTRODUCTION 
Owing to the rapid rise of the cost of fuel, energy efficiency has become a crucial factor in the 
design of new and derivative transport aircraft. The use of active controls to improve aircraft ef- 
ficiency has been receiving increased attention. Considerable study and development has provid- 
ed confidence that reduced drag and lower structural weight can be realized by using control 
surfaces for static stabilization and elastic mode suppression. Once the aircraft control surfaces 
are designed for multiple use and high response, as they must be for stability augmentation and 
wing load alleviation, it becomes possible to extend the concept to flutter margin augmentation, 
which offers additional weight savings for many aircraft. Such augmentation could also make it 
easier to incorporate other advanced technologies such as winglets and high-aspect-ratio super- 
critical wings which offer further improvements in aerodynamic efficiency. Analysis has shown 
that applying these technologies could result in a flutter-critical design, which means the 
designer would have to consider adding either heavy structural reinforcement or an augmenta- 
tion system to stabilize the flutter modes. 
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the use of active controls to suppress flutter 
and alleviate gust loads on a DC-10 derivative. The derivative investigated was a “stretch” 
version having a 4.3-m (14-foot) longer span and an 8.1-m (26.7-foot) longer fuselage than the 
DC-lo-30 aircraft. Specific objectives of the investigation were to: 
0 Confirm the effectiveness of active controls to suppress critical flutter modes at speeds 
above passive flutter. 
. Assess the accuracy of dynamic analysis methods applied to the active control functions of 
flutter suppression and gust load alleviation. 
0 Obtain engineering experience in the design, fabrication, and testing of actively controlled 
flexible models. 
Two aeroelastic models of the DC-10 derivative were tested - a semispan model tested in three 
different tunnel entries in the Douglas-Long Beach low-speed wind tunnel, and a full-span model 
r .’ tested in the Northrop 7- by lo-foot low-speed wind tunnel. The design of both models included 
development of a small hydraulic actuator to use in controlling the outboard ailerons and 
elevators, and this development work is described in some detail in this report. 
Several different control laws were investigated including laws developed by Douglas based on 
classical methods and laws developed by the NASA Langley Research Center based on 
aerodynamic energy and optimal control methods. The tests were made for a range of fuel- 
loading conditions and tunnel velocities. For gust-alleviation tests, a canvas banner was 
stretched across the tunnel upstream of the test section to provide the necessary turbulence. 
To assess the accuracy of flutter analysis methods, the modes of vibration, frequencies, transfer 
functions, and damping characteristics measured in the tests were compared with analytical 
predictions. Gust-load-alleviation methods were evaluated by comparing measured transfer 
functions and the RMS model response to turbulence with analytical predictions. 
3 
Use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this report does not constitute an official 
endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS 
Principal measurements and calculations were in customary units and were converted to Inter- 
national (SI) units for this document. 
a, b, c 
ACEE 
ACS 
AIC 
A7, A8 
BM 
C 
% 
Ct 
% 
C 
CL 
dB 
DAC CL 2.5 
DLBWT 
E3, E4, E5 
E 
EET 
EMC 
EMS 
f 
ff 
FS 
FUS 
f cl 
ftl 
f 
g” 
g 
G 
Gs 
GLA 
GEL 
h 
h WS 
h 
I,F,s Iyy’ I, 
Ixy’ Iyz’ 1x2 
I, 
f 
Coefficients of aerodynamic approximation 
Aircraft energy efficiency 
Active control system 
Aerodynamic influence coefficients 
Designation of aileron control law 
Bending moment 
Damping 
Critical damping 
Wing tip chord 
Center of gravity 
Eigenvalue matrix 
Designation for control law 
Decibel 
Designation for Douglas Aircraft Company control law 2.5 
Douglas-Long Beach wind tunnel 
Designation of elevator control law 
Modulus of elasticity in tension 
Energy efficient transport 
Elastic mode control 
Elastic mode suppression 
Frequency 
Flutter frequency 
Fuselage sensor 
Fuselage 
Pitch frequency 
Roll frequency 
Yaw frequency 
Gravitational constant, 9.81 mlsec2 
Structural damping 
Transfer function of actuator-servo 
Transfer function of valve/actuator 
Gust load alleviation 
Elevator control law filter 
Vertical displacement in vertical direction, positive down 
Wing sensor accelerometer output in vertical direction, positive down 
Fuselage sensor accelerometer output in vertical direction, positive down 
Bending moments of inertia for pitch, roll, and yaw, respectively 
Cross products of inertia 
Control surface bay moment of inertia 
Torsional moment of inertia 
Gain multiplier of aileron control law 
Gain multiplier of elevator control law 
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS 
KEAS 
1 
2 
M, D, K 
MLC 
N 
BM 
NW, x 
NBMx~;WS 
wg 
*a 
NASA CLl, etc. 
PSD 
RMS 
Rxx 
iIC 
TF 
V 
X 
Xf?Y,. z, 
x,9 y,, z, 
a 
*a 
d acmd 
4 
*kmd 
dWLA, 
dWLA, 
A 
112Hz 
Y 
T 
Knots equivalent airspeed 
Lateral displacement in Y direction, positive outboard 
Lateral acceleration in Y direction, positive outboard 
Matrices used to describe generalized inertia, damping, and stiffness 
forces 
Maneuver load control 
Newton 
Open loop numerator of BMx/WB transfer function 
Example of a coupling numerator 
Designation of alternate control laws 
Power spectral density 
Root mean square 
Run number xx 
Laplacian operator 
Structural influence coefficient 
Transfer function 
Velocity 
Volts 
Flutter speed 
Wind gust 
Wing 
Wing sensor 
Distance along the wing elastic axis 
Right-hand fuselage coordinate system - lateral, longitudinal, and ver- 
tical, respectively 
Right-hand wing coordinate system - lateral, longitudinal, and vertical, 
respectively 
Pitch angle 
Aileron deflection, positive trailing edge down 
Input to aileron actuator 
Elevator deflection, positive trailing edge down 
Input to elevator actuator 
Output of aileron control law filter 
Output of elevator control law filter 
Open loop denominator 
Roll angle 
Phase angle at 12 Hz 
Yaw angle 
Time constant 
METHODOLOGY 
ANALYSES 
Analytical Flutter Methods 
The modal vibration analyses were based upon a “lumped” mass representation in which the 
model was sectioned into bays. The motions of each bay were represented by six degrees of 
freedom plus a control surface rotation where applicable. The inertial properties of each bay 
were described by calculating 10 mass items (mass, three static unbalances, three moments of 
inertia, and three products of inertia referenced to an elastic axis system). 
Structural influence coefficients (SICsl, relating control-point static deflections to applied forces, 
were generated using beam equations that contained the stiffness distribution and geometry 
data of each component. The SIC and mass distribution matrices are given in Appendix A. Com- 
ponent mode shapes and frequencies of the different configurations were then calculated, assum- 
ing the component to be cantilevered at a selected point. The rotational rigidity values used for 
the ailerons and elevator were taken from bench tests of the actuator assembly. For the 
semispan model, the only components considered were the wing, aileron, and nacelle-pylon ar- 
rangement; for the full-span model, rigid-body modes for the fuselage, elevator, and tail were 
added to generate free-flight modes. The full-span analysis assumed symmetric mass and stiff- 
ness distributions about the centerline, simplifying the analysis to half the model. 
Since the usual “required damping versus velocity,” or v-g, method of flutter analysis was im- 
practical to use with feedback systems, an alternate iterative procedure was used in which the 
control law equations, which were frequency-dependent instead of reduced-frequency- 
dependent, could be easily included. 
The essentials of the method, which was a variation on the p-k method, were as follows: the 
velocity was fixed and a desired range of solution frequencies was specified. The reduced fre- 
quency of the initial trial was based on flight velocity and the first frequency in the desired fre- 
quency range. Generalized aerodynamic influence coefficients were calculated for this trial’s 
reduced frequency and the control laws evaluated for the corresponding trial frequency. The 
eigenvalues and corresponding solution frequencies, damping, and velocities were then obtained 
for the closed-loop system. Based on an automated inspection of the solution, a new trial reduced 
frequency and corresponding trial frequency were estimated, aerodynamics and control law 
evaluation were updated, and new eigensolutions obtained. This process was repeated until con- 
vergence was achieved, in turn, for each aeroelastic mode. Convergence was defined by agree- 
ment of the modal solution frequency and reduced frequency with the current trial values. 
Generalized aerodynamic updates in the above process were found by interpolation among a 
directly generated set for six values of reduced frequency. The process was more computational- 
ly efficient and much easier to use than the v-g method when active feedback paths were includ- 
ed. The procedure is incorporated into the Douglas production computer program C4EZ, Flutter 
and Dynamic Response Analysis, Douglas Report MDC-J6469. 
7 
Aerodynamics for the flutter analyses were based upon aerodynamic influence coefficients 
(A1C.s) using the method of Reference 1. All analyses used AICs generated for Mach number 0.2. 
Structural damping for selected modes were taken from the model vibration test results. For 
modes not measured, a value of g = 0.02 was used. Geometric data, mass and inertia data, stiff- 
ness data, and aerodynamic data are presented in Appendix A. 
Analytical Gust Methods 
Transfer functions (TFs) were obtained by computing the model’s response to a unit-amplitude 
sinusoidal gust input. These transfer functions were then used to compute the model’s response 
to any specified turbulence spectrum. The analysis was done in terms of the RMS values, ob- 
tained by power spectral density (PSD) analysis methods. 
The basic model transfer functions were obtained by linear analysis using the same structural 
and aerodynamic representations used in the flutter analysis. These basic transfer functions 
were modified by adding the control law transfer functions: transfer functions relating the out- 
put of a given sensor to control surface movement. It should be noted that in determining 
transfer functions for the semispan model control system, the transfer function for the servo- 
actuator was represented by thirdzorder fit to the measured transfer function; for the full-span 
model the measured transfer function was used directly, in tabular form, and not approximated. 
The tunnel turbulence distributions used in the gust loads analysis included both one- and two- 
dimensional models of turbulence. Although control law synthesis was based on a one- 
dimensional single-transfer-function model, later comparisons showed that a two-dimensional 
multiple-transfer-function model would be more accurate. The frequency domain analysis was 
then based on the two-dimensional as well as the one-dimensional model of turbulence. 
The one-dimensional turbulence distributions for both the semispan and full-span models were 
based on the turbulence measured at the tunnel centerline. The two-dimensional distributions 
were based on the turbulence distributions measured across the tunnel span. For the two- 
dimensional distributions, the distributions at the different spanwise stations were assumed to 
be statistically independent of each other. 
The unsteady AICs for use in the flutter and gust load analyses were generated by Douglas pro- 
cedures which use the doublet lattice method, Reference 1, and surface spline interpolation. The 
wing lift distribution was weighted to agree with steady wind tunnel data. The weighting factors 
relating test data to theoretical data are included in Appendix A. 
Control Law Synthesis 
The methods used in control law synthesis are described in detail in the section on control law 
development. Included here is a brief summary of the sequential steps performed. First, a con- 
trol law transfer function which minimized the wing bending moment due to a gust disturbance 
was plotted as a Bode diagram. A simple filter was designed to approximate this shape. This 
resulting control law was then tested for stability using the root locus and Nyquist features. Ad- 
justments were made to assure adequate stability margins and still achieve the desired bending 
8 
moment reductions. The high-frequency portion of the control law was then shaped to provide 
flutter suppression. Finally, adjustments to the control law were made to provide the desired 
performance and stability over the entire test speed range. 
Three different control laws were tested on the semispan model. The Douglas control law (DAC 
CL 2.5) was developed by classical techniques. Alternate control law No. 1 (NASA CL 11 was 
developed at NASA Langley Research Center and employed aerodynamic energy methods. 
Alternate control law No. 2 (NASA CL 21 was also developed at NASA Langley by using optimal 
control theory. New control laws, A7/E4 and A8/E5, were developed for the full-span model. 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The semispan model was a 4.5 percent scale model representative of a DC-10 stretch derivative 
airplane with an actively controlled outboard aileron. The full-span model included actively con- 
trolled inboard elevators and outboard ailerons. 
Figure 1 is a photograph of the semispan wing showing its general construction. The wing was 
cantilevered from a rigid base located outside the tunnel wall. The base could be rotated to 
operate the wing at minimum lift. The stiffness of the wing was represented by a single 
aluminum spar. The aerodynamic shape of the wing was simulated by balsa-wood segments. The 
mass and inertia properties were represented by ballasting these segments with lead weights. 
Various fuel configurations were simulated by additional lead weights. A flow-through nacelle 
with mass and inertia properties simulating the engine pod was mounted to the wing by means of 
a single aluminum beam whose stiffness represented that of the supporting pylon. 
The full-span model was a modification of an existing DC-10 flutter model. The fuselage was ex- 
tended to represent the stretched DC-10 derivative and changes were made to accommodate the 
required control components. The left wing was the same as used for the semispan model. The 
right wing was designed and built to match the mass and stiffness properties of the left side. The 
vertical stabilizer and rudders did not require modification. The horizontal stabilizer was 
modified to accommodate active inboard elevators. The elevators were made of balsa wood and 
covered with aluminum skin for strength and stiffness. A three-view sketch of the model is 
shown in Figure 2. All primary structural stiffnesses were represented by equivalent single 
beams. Aerodynamic simulation was achieved with segmented fairings made of balsa wood or 
fiberglass. These were ballasted to simulate the desired mass distribution. The model could be 
modified to simulate variations in wing fuel, pylon stiffness, and fuselage payload. Various wing 
tip weights could also be added. Figure 3 is a diagram of the wing-aileron construction showing 
the locations of the aileron hinge points. Both inboard elevators were driven by a single 
hydraulically operated rotary vane actuator, as shown in Figure 4. The left and right outboard 
ailerons were driven individually by hydraulically operated rotary vane actuators. The 
geometric, mass, and stiffness properties of the semispan and full-span model are presented in 
Appendix A. 
After the second wind tunnel test of the semispan model, the actuators were further developed 
to improve performance and reliability. Minor geometry changes, the use of a softer elastomer 
for the vane, and substituting Teflon for brass bearings made the actuator performance more 
consistent. Actuator development is discussed later. 
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FIGURE 4. INSTALLATION OF ELEVATOR ACTUATOR 
The actuator servo-system was designed to operate with position feedback as shown by the 
block diagram in Figure 5. The actuator design used in the full-span model was the same as the 
actuator used in the semispan model. Figure 6 is an illustration of the rotary vane actuator. Con- 
trol surface position was sensed by a potentiometer coupled to the shaft of the hydraulic actu- 
ator. For the full-span model all three servo-valves were supplied with hydraulic fluid from a 
common supply manifold. 
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FIGURE 5. ACTUATOR SERVO LOOP 
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FIGURE 6. ROTARY VANE HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 
The servo-controlled hydraulic valve was a MOOG Type No. 30 valve rated at a flow rate of 
49.2 cc/s (3 in3/s) at 6.895 x lo6 N/m2 (1000 psi) supply pressure. At a frequency of 20 Hz, a flow 
rate of about 9.8 cc/s (0.6 in3/s) is required for full throw of the actuator. The maximum flow rate 
capability of the actuator was approximately 32.8 cc/s (2 in3/s) assuming 1.379 x lo6 N/m2 
(200 psi) at the actuator. To reduce the effect of friction in the servo-valve, a dither signal of 
400 Hz was supplied to the current amplifier. 
Figure 7 is a system block diagram of the model and instrumentation. The control laws derived 
for the semispan and full-span models were programmed on a COMCOR 175 analog computer. 
The analog computer programming included servo-actuator loop stabilization, the capability to 
vary gain and phase independently of each other, and logic circuits for the hydraulic dump 
system. Because of current limitations of the analog computer, independent current drivers for 
each servo-valve were fabricated for use in the full-span model. Schematic diagrams of the 
analog computer circuits are in Appendix B. 
The aileron control system for the semispan model was based on the use of a single accelero- 
meter located near the wing tip (X,, = 1.4376 meters) or at X,, = 1.308 meters: The full-span 
aileron control accelerometer sensors were located on each wing at X,, = 1.308 meters. The left 
and right accelerometer signals were averaged so that both ailerons received the same command 
signal. The feedback arrangement was based on the assumption that there would be no require- 
ment for asymmetric control. 
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The instrumentation used to measure structural and control system responses during the tests is 
shown in Figures 8 and 9. The instrumentation consisted of strain gages to measure bending and 
torsional response on the wing spars, vertical and lateral sensing accelerometers in the wing 
engine nacelles, and vertical sensing accelerometers located at three wing spanwise stations 
which could be used for feedback to the aileron control system. A vertical sensing accelerometer 
was located at the model cg which provided the feedback signal for the elevator control system. 
A pendulum-type potentiometer was installed on the forward fuselage spar to measure the 
fuselage angle-of-attack. Control surface positions were measured by the potentiometers located 
on each actuator. 
The signal-conditioning equipment used during the semispan and full-span tests were essentially 
identical. The equipment consisted of CYBER Systems bridge amplifiers and Endevco 4470 
system charge amplifiers. The data acquisition system consisted of a Bell and Howell 4-channel 
FM tape recorder, a Honeywell 36-channel direct-write oscillograph, a Spectral Dynamics SD 
1003-D Mechanical Impedance System (for transfer functions), a Spectral Dynamics Model SD 
335 Real Time Analyzer, an EMR 1410 Analyzer, and two X-Y plotters. Significant data acqui- 
sition equipment is summarized in Table 1. 
Hydraulic actuator systems for the semispan and full-span models were powered by a portable 
hydraulic power cart capable of 2.068 x lo7 N/m2 (3000 psi) pressure. A pressure regulator 
maintained the required working pressure at 6.89 x lo6 N/m2 (1000 psi). Bypass valves in the 
hydraulic lines were relay-operated and controlled by logic in the analog computer which could 
“dump” the hydraulic pressure quickly in the event of malfunctions. The hydraulic fluid used in 
the system was MIL-5606. 
TUNNEL DESCRIPTIONS AND MODEL INSTALLATIONS 
Tunnel Descriptions 
The semispan model test was conducted in the Douglas-Long Beach subsonic wind tunnel. This is 
a low-speed tunnel with a test section 0.965 m x 1.3716 m x 3.048 m (3.17 ft x 4.5 ft x 10 ftl. 
The facility is an atmospheric continuous-flow recirculating type capable of speeds of 70 to 
72 m/s (135 to 140 KEAS) depending on blockage. 
For the turbulence tests a 0.305-m (l.O-ftl wide banner was stretched across the center of the 
stilling chamber 6.4 m (21 ft) upstream of the model. The turbulence spectrum had been 
measured for the clear tunnel using hot wire anemometry techniques. Results for a tunnel speed 
of 38.6 m/set (75 KEAS) with the turbulence banner installed are shown in terms of the power 
spectral density, Figure 10, and the RMS gust velocity distribution, Figure 11. 
Full-span model tests were conducted in the Northrop 7- x lo-foot subsonic wind tunnel. This 
tunnel is a one-atmosphere recirculating type capable of speeds up to 123 m/s (240 KEAS) 
depending upon blockage. As with the DLBWT, modifications for turbulence tests were made by 
inserting a 0.305-m wide banner horizontally in the center of the stilling chamber 6.1 m (20 ft l 
upstream of the test section. Figure 12 shows the installation. Characteristics of the generated 
turbulence are shown by the power spectrum, Figure 13, and the RMS velocity distribution, 
Figure 14. As indicated by these figures, the turbulence level distribution is not uniform. 
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TABLE 1 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
.~ 
FUNCTION EQUIPMENT 
I 14 Channel FM Tape Deck 
36 Channel Direct Write - 
Qscillograph 
Real Time Analyzer 
SD 335A 
Impedance Analyzer 
Spectral response of model to random gust 
Frequency response data of selected channels 
EMR 1410 Analyzer Discrete point data for Bode plots 
X-Y Plotter Plot transfer functions 
Dual Beam Oscilloscope Visual monitoring of selected channels 
Vibrate model and obtain frequencies and 
I 
Rem-Tech Vibration System mode sha es 
-Record maxGum of test data with voice ID for 
, 
” 1u ZU JU 40 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
0.38 m 
TUNNEL SPEED 38.6 m/s 
FIGURE IO. MEASURED POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES OF VERTICAL VELOCITY WITH THE 
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Model Installations 
The semispan wing root was supported by brackets to a rigid dummy fuselage spar which in turn 
was attached to a machine vise. In this way the model could be trimmed to a desired angle of 
attack. Small-diameter cables attached to the nacelle and wing tip were used to pulse the model 
and to snub any instabilities. Figure 15 is a photograph of the semispan installation. 
The full-span model was installed in the wind tunnel by using a vertical rod tensioned between 
the ceiling and the floor. A gimbal mount system allowed freedom in pitch, plunge, roll, and yaw. 
Small-diameter cables attached to the nacelles and wing tips were used to pulse the model and to 
snub any instabilities. A larger cable was attached to the forward fuselage spar for a vertical 
snubber. Figure 16 is a photograph of this installation. 
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FIGURE 15. SEMISPAN MODEL INSTALLATION IN DOUGLAS LONG BEACH WIND TUNNEL 
TEST PROCEDURES AND MEASUREMENTS 
Bench Test 
The hydraulic actuator used in the model was designed, fabricated, and developed at Douglas. 
The initial configuration was bench tested and the design modified before installation in the 
wing. Subsequent semispan wind tunnel tests revealed need for further development prior to 
full-span tests. 
Before actuators were assembled, all parts were cleaned with a degreasing solvent to minimize 
particle contamination of the hydraulic fluid. Hydraulic lines and the MOOG servo-valve were 
flushed. The assembled system was bled at a pressure of 6.894 x lo5 N/m2 (100 psi). The posi- 
tion feedback potentiometers were verified by polarity before mounting to the actuator shaft. A 
calibration adjustment followed to obtain desired sensitivity. 
Prior to measuring actuator characteristics, the vane was cycled for a break-in period of 30 
minutes. Static friction was measured by hanging weights on an arm clamped to the actuator 
shaft. Internal leakage (across the vane) was measured with the actuator vane blocked in the 
middle position and pressurized on one side: leakage was measured in terms of the rate fluid 
drained from the unpressurized side through a bleed orifice. Bench tests established the position 
feedback signal gain and the dither frequency and amplitude. 
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Dynamic performance evaluation consisted of transfer function measurements, response wave 
shape fidelity checks, and analysis of low-frequency hysteresis plots of position versus command 
signals. Actuator tests were run with and without inertia and spring loading. A mass repre- 
sented control surface rotational inertia and a spring load simulated aerodynamic hinge moment. 
Transfer function measurements were made using either an EMR Model 1400 frequency 
analyzer or a Spectral Dynamics Model SD 1002 impedance analyzer system. The EMR analyzer 
was a manually operated unit requiring the recording of test values by hand. The SD 1002 
system had an automatic frequency sweep capability enabling the use of two-axis plotters but a 
minimum frequency limit of 2 Hz. The EMR unit was occasionally used for frequencies below 
2 Hz. Amplitude and phase responses of the servo-actuator system were measured for various 
command levels from 2 Hz to 50 Hz. 
Photographs of wave shapes were obtained with a Polaroid camera mounted on an oscilloscope. 
The X-Y plotter was used to measure hysteresis at low frequencies. A direct-write oscillograph 
was frequently used to record time histories of the input and response signals. 
Since a common supply manifold was used for the three servo-valves of the full-span model, after 
performance was checked on each of the three actuator systems individually, the complete 
system was checked for “cross-talk” between channels. During random on-off switching of the 
channels, response signals were monitored to see if “cross-talk” was evident. This testing in- 
cluded driving the elevator system at one frequency and the ailerons at another. Command 
levels used were &lo degrees to ensure a high demand on the supply pressure. Following ac- 
tuator bench test verification, the components were installed in the model. 
Vibration Tests 
The normal modes of vibration of the models were measured prior to and during the wind tunnel 
tests. Structural properties of the model were obtained through a conventional sinusoidal vibra- 
tion test using a multiple shaker system. One shaker was used to excite the semispan model and 
two shakers were used to excite the full-span model. Normal modes of vibration were detected 
by adjusting the excitation frequency such that the response velocity at all points on the model, 
as observed on an oscilloscope, were either in or out of phase with the driving force. Descriptions 
of the modal shapes and comparisons with the analytical results are presented in Appendix C. 
During the vibration test, the control system closed-loop gain was adjusted to obtain 6-dB gain 
margin. 
Wind Tunnel Tests 
The wind tunnel test procedure was basically the same for both the semispan and full-span 
models. The structural damping of the least-stable mode was measured at selected increments of 
velocity by measuring the structural decay response to a sharp input pulse on the wing tips or 
engine pods. Measurements were made with the system in both the passive and active states. 
Flutter characteristics were evaluated by plotting subcritical damping and frequency as a func- 
tion of wind tunnel. velocity. Passive and active flutter characteristics were determined for 
several wing-fuel configurations. 
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Phase and gain variations of the aileron control law were made independently of each other. A 
description of the configurations tested is presented in Table 2. The full-span model was tested 
with and without weights that were added aft of the wing tips to reduce flutter speed and modify 
the flutter mode. 
TABLE 2 
TEST CONFIGURATIONS 
urbulence testing on1 
For the gust alleviation tests, the canvas banner was installed horizontally across the stilling 
chamber to generate a near-random gust field. The aeroelastic response of the model was 
measured in terms of wing bending and torsional moments, vertical and lateral engine accelera- 
tions, aileron position, and wing vertical acceleration. Aeroelastic response characteristics to the 
random gust field were defined in terms of overall RMS amplitude response of the wing. These 
response measurements were made with the elastic mode suppression (EMS) system on and off. 
Gust response tests were performed at several speeds below the passive flutter speeds during 
which the loop gain and phase were varied. Phase variations were obtained by inserting a filter, 
in the control loop. With the EMS system in the open-loop configuration and the banner re- 
moved, a sine sweep was input to the servo-actuator. The transfer function of model response of 
aileron deflection was then measured at various wind tunnel velocities. 
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Test Measurements 
The following experimental data were obtained: 
1. Model vibration frequencies and mode shapes. 
2. Open-loop control system transfer functions, i.e., Bode plots, presented as amplitude and 
phase versus frequency as a function of input. 
3. Frequency-velocity and damping-velocity data: These measurements were recorded and 
plotted for all configurations tested. The damping of the model was calculated using the 
logarithmic decrement 
where n = number of cycles 
*I = initial amplitude 
A2 = amplitude of nth cycle 
4. Model RMS reponse to turbulence. These data were obtained with the system turned on 
and off. Turbulence response data were obtained for the 0 percent and the loo-percent fuel 
configurations for both semispan and full-span models. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
BENCH TESTS 
The initial bench tests of the actuator resulted in several modifications before it was installed in 
the wing for the first semispan test: 
1. The end caps were machined to accept “0” ring seals of 90 Duro Buna N material. 
2. The vane seal material was changed from a commercially molded Adiprene (chloroprenel to 
Flexane 94, a urethane elastomer which could be cast in-house. 
3. The molded vane seal width was narrowed to reduce vane preload and the wiping radius 
was increased to prevent failures which had occurred due to direct impingement of the 
hydraulic jets. 
The performance characteristics of this first working version (Mod 11 of the actuator were 
measured and the results were: 
1. Stall torque of 0.184 kg-m (15.97 lb-in.) 
2. Breakaway torque of 0.028 to 0.034 kg-m (2.5 to 3.0 lb-in.) 
3. Travel limits of +17 degrees 
4. Acceptable frequency response (transfer functions discussed below) 
The bench test transfer function measurements of the Mod I actuator are presented in Figures 
17 through 19 for control surface amplitudes from *l/2 degree to +lO degrees. These response 
functions were made with the actuator under an inertia load of 0.175 x 10B4 kg-m-sec2 (0.0152 lb- 
in.-sec2) and a spring load of 0.0794 kg-m/rad (6.9 lb-in./radl that represented design conditions. 
The amplitude responses were normalized to the static gain value of 0 dB equal to 1 degree 
response for a 1 degree command. Later studies, discussed below, showed the response to be 
within *2 dB due to nonlinear behavior of the actuator. 
Figure 20 is a zero-speed transfer function of the aileron position versus command with the 
servo-actuator system installed in the semispan model and shows that the installed transfer 
function was similar to the bench test results. The command was &5 degrees and this Bode plot 
was used for later comparison to monitor the system performance. 
The Mod I actuator performed reliably during the first semispan test. The same actuator was 
used for the second semispan test and performed well initially; then a degradation occurred and 
test results could not be repeated. A thorough checkout of the servo-system failed to isolate the 
problem. During these checkout procedures the following observations were made: 
1. A repeatable Bode plot of the actuator system was not necessarily an indication that flutter 
speed results would be repeatable. 
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2. Harmonic distortion in the position feedback signal (e.g., square waving) was a good indi- 
cator but amplitude sensitivity of the distortion required judgment and experience to 
evaluate acceptability of the actuator. 
3. Low-frequency hysteresis plots of response versus command were also good indicators but 
actual performance was not consistent with acceptable hysteresis characteristics. 
Figure 21 shows examples of the left aileron position feedback signal. Sample A is an acceptable 
wave shape, while B and C exhibit wave distortions indicating an unacceptable actuator. 
A development program followed the second semispan test. Each modification of the actuator 
was evaluated by wave shape reproduction (position feedback1 of sinusoidal command signals. 
The product of these studies was a Mod II actuator with improved reliability and consistency of 
performance. Physical changes to the actuator were: 
1. The listed hardness of the vane elastomer was reduced from 90 to 80 durometers (manufac- 
turer’s designation) on a Shore A hardness scale. However, the actual measured hardness 
values after cast averaged 60 to 65. 
2. The vane shaft brass bearings were replaced with Teflon bearings. 
3. Both the leading edge and trailing edge radii of the vane were increased by 0.0001 m to 
ensure good wiping contact between the housing and the vane’s edges. 
4. The large radius edge of the vane was reworked by hand to reduce surface contact between 
the vane and housing to minimize friction. Static friction was eventually reduced from an 
average of 0.0403 kg-m (3.5 lb-in.1 down to 0.00403 kg-m (0.35 lb-in.) of torque. 
Figure 22 shows sample wave shapes of all three control surfaces of the full-span model (Mod II 
actuator with acceptable performance). The kink in the right-hand aileron actuator shape was 
not objectionable in terms of subsequent performance, and was found to be due to a shaft concen- 
tricity problem. 
Acceptable leakage rate of hydraulic fluid across the vane averaged 1.5 x 10m6 m3/s (0.09 in.3/s). 
The Mod II actual stall torque was about 0.098 kg-m (8.5 lb-in.) as compared with 0.20 kg-m 
(17.35 lb-in.) of the Mod I actuator. The Mod II actuator performed acceptably under simulated 
load conditions. Figures 23 and 24 are sample Bode diagrams for the full-span model installation. 
The linear behavior of the actuator system was measured by varying command levels at several 
frequencies. Figure 25 shows the change in gain and phase as functions of amplitudes of surface 
rotation for several frequencies. The improvements of the Mod II actuator were confirmed by an 
additional semispan wind tunnel entry. The additional phase lag in the servo system due to the 
changes in the actuator did produce slightly different wind tunnel test results than previously 
with the same control laws. These differences are discussed later. 
The full-span bench test was primarily to check for inter-channel interference since all three 
servo-valves were mounted on a common supply manifold. While observing the three separate 
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position feedback signals on an oscilloscope, the left and right ailerons and elevator systems 
were individually switched on and off. This was done at various frequencies and amplitudes, and 
in some cases the elevator was driven at a different frequency than the ailerons. No effects of 
“cross-talk” were observed: 
VIBRATION TESTS 
Measured frequencies and mode shapes of both the semispan and full-span models are presented 
in Appendix C. The experimental mode shapes and frequencies are compared to analytical 
predictions. Experimental data and analytical results closely agree for the basic DC-10 
configuration. 
The important flutter modes for the semispan and full-span models are symmetric first wing 
bending and inner panel torsion. The control law filters for flutter suppression were designed for 
the‘inner panel torsion mode. The gust load alleviation control law filter was designed for the 
reduction of bending moment in the wing first bending mode. 
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CONTROL LAW DEVELOPMENT 
Synthesis Methods 
For control system synthesis it was necessary to directly obtain aeroelastic transfer functions in 
an explicit form. To meet this requirement, equations of motion were simplified by introducing a 
time-domain approximation of the aerodynamic coefficients A(k) in the form: 
A(k) q(t) = aq(t) + bc&t) + cq(t) 
where a, b and c are real coefficients dependent upon the fit reduced frequency k. The approx- 
imation was made piecemeal by use of the functional values of A(k) at k = 0 and a k-value in the 
neighborhood of a chosen reduced frequency k,. The coefficients used to approximate the 
aerodynamic forces were combined with the generalized forces due to structural mass, damping, 
and stiffness into a set of equations that is expressed in matrix form by: 
M<+Dq+Kq = F(t) 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the homogeneous equation were computed in an iterative 
manner by letting k, assume the reduced frequency value k, obtained in the preceding iteration 
for root number n. Using the resulting eigenvectors, the generalized coordinates q were 
transformed into a new set of generalized coordinates associated with uncoupled equations of 
motion. With the eigenvalues known, the transformed equations were reduced to a first order 
form similar to the equation 
r; = Cp + G(t) 
where C is an eigenvalue matrix. This equation was now in a form compatible with existing con- 
trol system analysis routines. By transforming the equation into the Laplace domain, the re- 
quired transfer functions could be obtained. 
The control system analysis considered 12 to 19 generalized degrees of freedom, depending on 
the number of higher frequency modes required. This size reduction was achieved by truncating 
the original structural degrees of freedom in a manner that retained the residual effects of 
higher-order modes. To simplify the control law design process further, the equations of motion 
described above were developed for a limited number of configurations and flight conditions. 
The methods used to synthesize the control laws were originally developed during design studies 
of a derivative version of the DC-10 with active controls for gust load alleviation, maneuver load 
control, and flutter mode augmentation. The methods employed classical control system analysis 
techniques for which several computer programs were available and well tested. 
The gust load alleviation (GLA) control law was determined first, assuming an accelerometer 
feedback sensor located near the wingtip (with output h,,) and the outboard ailerons 
(d,)deflected symmetrically as the controls. 
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The objective was to minimize the bending moment at the critical outboard wing station (BMo,J 
resulting from wind gusts. The open-loop transfer function, calculated from the linearized and 
truncated equations of motion, is represented as 
BMOB= 
B"OB 
Nwg 
w&9 A 
With the GLA loop closed, the transfer function becomes 
B"OB 
Nwg 
B"OBi;WS + (GJ-A) Nwg 6a 
= 
CLOSEDLOOP A + (GLA)NiWS 
a 
To minimize the bending moment, then 
GLA = - . . 
B"OBhWS 
Nwg 6 a 
Figure 26 is a Bode plot of this relationship for one of the gust critical configurations of the full- 
span model. The predominant mode of this transfer function near 3 Hz was unstable with a very 
low damping ratio. In comparison, the corresponding theoretical control law derived earlier for 
the DC-10 derivative aircraft was similar in shape although the low damped mode was stable. 
The characteristics of either GLA filter could be approximated by a stable second-order low-pass 
filter with a low damping ratio. This resulted in the feedback of wingtip acceleration in the low- 
frequency region, at the short period and below (which is very similar to aircraft cg acceleration 
at these frequencies), and wingtip deflection at higher frequencies including the important first 
wing bending mode. Because the semispan model did not have rigid body degrees of freedom, 
the GLA characteristic determined in this manner resulted in the feedback of wingtip deflection 
over the whole frequency range. To keep the low frequency gain in terms of wingtip acceleration 
at reasonable levels, a low-pass filter shape was also used for the semispan model. The break- 
point was taken at the highest usable frequency that did not interfere with the bending moment 
reduction at the first wing bending frequency. 
The low damping ratio required to match the theoretical shape resulted in a low damped closed- 
loop filter mode. For this reason, the bending moment reduction was compromised by a small 
amount to assure good closed-loop response according to classical analysis standards. In addi- 
tion, control surface magnitudes resulting from the wind tunnel gust spectra were analyzed and 
the control system gains were adjusted to prevent saturation. The semispan model tests 
resulted in lower surface deflections than predicted, so that surface saturation did not actually 
impose any compromise to the control laws -and was not considered a critical factor for the full 
span model control law development. 
For flutter suppression, the GLA control law was analyzed at the critical speed and fuel load 
conditions for flutter. The high frequency portion of the GLA control law was shaped to add 
damping and alter the phase characteristics to provide the desired gain and phase margins and 
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flutter mode damping. Classical synthesis techniques were applied using root-locus and Nyquist 
analyses. The resulting control law was rechecked with the gust critical condition to assure that 
the GLA performance was not adversely affected. 
The elevator control law was designed to add damping to the low frequency modes. In providing 
gust load alleviation at low frequencies the aileron control law could destabilize the short-period 
mode and introduce a poorly damped filter mode, depending on the gain required. The elevator 
control law was adjusted to compensate for these effects at low frequencies and to provide some 
additional damping to the flutter mode at high frequency. Since the adjustment was compen- 
sating for the aileron control law effects, it became desirable to adjust the elevator loop when 
aileron control law gain changes were made. 
Gust Modes 
For the semispan model tests, measurements of the power spectral density of the gusts pro- 
duced by the banner gust generator were made over a range of speeds and at various locations in 
the test section. Some of the measured data are shown in Figure 27 with two different curve fits 
that were used in the analysis. The Dryden form curve fit attempted to approximate the higher 
frequency data points and the average standard deviation of the gust intensity over the tunnel 
width. A non-Dryden curve fit approximated the maximum gust levels in the mid-frequency 
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range and the larger standard deviation for the centerline measurements, and was used in the 
gust analysis. In this way, more accurate comparisons were made of the results obtained by the 
linearized, truncated equations and the non-linear, frequency domain equations containing addi- 
tional higher frequency modes. 
For the full span tests in the Northrop wind tunnel, several measured gust spectra were 
available from previous DC-10 tests. The control system analysis program was modified to ac- 
cept a plot of such discrete point data. Figure 28 shows two of these measured spectra together 
with the analytical curve fit. 
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Actuator Models 
A frequency response of the actuator to sine wave commands was measured prior to the 
semispan tests. An analytical curve fit of the measured data used to model the actuator 
characteristics for the control law analysis is shown in Figure 29. This model fit the measured 
characteristics for large (+5 degrees) commands. Subsequent actuator measurements showed 
considerably larger phase lags at low frequency (2 Hz) for small command inputs. A non-linear 
actuator model was developed with a hysteresis loop in the forward path to match these 
measured characteristics (see Figure 30). However, the linear model was used for most of the 
control law synthesis since linear techniques were employed. An attempt was made to allow ade- 
quate phase margins to cover the non-linear effects. 
Control Laws 
Figures 31 through 34 are Bode plots and block diagrams that summarize the control laws 
developed for this task using the methods discussed above. For clarity, washout filters are not 
included in the Bode plots. The aileron control law for the semispan model involved several 
adjustments from theoretically derived parameters. The gain was reduced because large surface 
deflections were predicted in gusts. The lead time constant was increased because of lower than 
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predicted damping for the primary 12 Hz flutter mode. An additional gain reduction adjustment 
was made experimentally because of inadequate high-frequency margins. The calculated gust 
PSD response for this control law is shown in Figure 35 and indicates a 26 percent reduction of 
the outboard bending moment PSD. A 20 percent increase in the flutter speed was provided by 
this control law. Increasing the flutter margin beyond this was complicated by a secondary 
flutter mode with a frequency near 25 Hz. 
Alternative control laws for the semispan model, generated by NASA personnel using 
aerodynamic energy (NASA CL 1) and optimal control methods (NASA CL 21, are presented in 
Bode and block diagram form in Figures 36 and 37. These methods are described in Reference 2. 
A discussion of these control laws and wind tunnel results can be found in References 3 and 4. 
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For the full-span model, a notch filter was developed in an attempt to delay the occurrence of the 
25 Hz mode instability. In addition, a lower gain was used than that which would provide the 
desired damping for the 12 Hz mode in order to improve the margins at the critical 25 Hz mode. 
This control law (A81 was not too different in other respects than that used for the semispan 
model. A flutter analysis using this control law together with elevator control law E5 verified 
the desired performance and predicted a 20 percent increase in flutter speed. 
In synthesizing the aileron flutter suppression control law for the full-span model configuration 
with tip weights, several problems occurred that were not present for the semispan model. The 
12 Hz flutter mode crossed the zero damping axis at a steep slope. At 20 percent above the 
flutter speed the damping ratio was -0.16, requiring a high gain for stabilization. The control 
law labeled A7 on Figure 31 shows this increased gain. As a consequence of this increased gain at 
high frequencies, an instability involving the actuator mode occurred above 40 Hz. Figure 38 
illustrates this, showing a Nyquist plot of the aileron loop with the third order linear actuator 
model. It shows the passive flutter mode at 13.5 Hz and the actuator mode at 43.5 Hz both 
unstable. This plot was generated from the truncated, linearized equations of motion. Even 
though eight flexible modes are included in these equations, the highest frequency present is 
only 21 Hz so that the model characteristics at the actuator mode of 43.5 Hz are in doubt. Figure 
39 is a replot of these characteristics using the structures tabular data, which include all of the 
model modes and unsteady aerodynamic effects, instead of the linear equations. The structures 
tabular data are available in the computer data bank together with the linearized equations. 
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Note that the actuator instability still exists, but the flutter is now slightly stable. Because of 
such differences, which appear insignificant on a Bode plot with a log scale, final results were 
checked with plotted tabular data to confirm the linear system analysis. The check resulted in 
good agreement between control law synthesis calculations and analytical flutter analysis. 
Figure 39 verifies that a high-frequency instability was present and associated with the actuator 
mode. A second order lead-lag compensation filter was developed to stabilize this mode. This 
filter was included in the Bode plot of the aileron control law A7 in Figure 31. Figure 40 is a Ny- 
quist plot of A7 with the compensation filter and with the elevator control law E4, using the plot- 
ted tabular model data. The plot is for a speed 20 percent above the passive flutter speed and 
predicts the flutter mode to be slightly stable (0.52 dB gain margin) and the actuator compensa- 
tion filter to stabilize the high frequency modes. 
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In order to create the Nyquist plot of Figure 40, it was necessary to compute the required coup- 
ling numerator from the plotted data. The system block diagram with a fuselage accelerometer, 
with output h,,, feeding back to the elevator, added to the same aileron loop is: 
AERO ELASTIC 
. . 
ACTUATOR 
The corresponding open-loop transfer function is (neglecting actuator dynamics for simplicity1 
. . . . 
(GLA) Niws i;fs 
i-i 
++ 
(GEL) N, 
-&+ 
(GLA) (GEL) N;y 6 fs 
e 
A 
The data bank included plotted tabular data for all of the uncoupled transfer functions. With the 
program now able to cascade and add tabular data, the coupling transfer function can also be 
calculated, since 
An additional elevator control law, E3, was shown in Figure 32. This control law was developed 
before the methods of using the tabular data described above were utilized. Control law E3 
resulted in a 5 Hz instability in the flutter analysis. Elevator control law E4 was developed using 
these tabular methods and, as shown in Figure 40 a phase margin of 56 degrees existed. This 
critical closed loop mode in the elevator loop was a combination of the short period (1.5 Hz) and 
fuselage first bending (11 Hz) open-loop modes. 
Although the two configurations of the full-span model had different flutter characteristics, the 
gust response of the gust critical configuration (which involved the low-frequency modes and a 
heavy wing condition, 100 percent fuel) was not greatly changed. Figure 41 is the gust PSD for 
the full span model with and without the elevator loop active. A substantial reduction in the out- 
board bending moment PSD is shown with either control law. 
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WIND TUNNEL TESTING AND ANALYSES 
The results of the wind tunnel tests of the semispan and full span models are discussed in the 
order of testing. Three semispan tests and one full-span test were performed during the pro- 
gram. The first semispan test was performed using a Douglas control law, DAC CL 2.5. The sec- 
ond semispan test used alternate control laws, fiASA CL 1 and NASA CL 2, developed by 
NASA Langley personnel. The third semispan test used both the Douglas and NASA control 
laws. 
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Semispan Flutter Tests 
Prior to each tunnel test, zero-speed stability of the closed-loop system was checked by plucking 
the wing tip. For the DAC CL 2.5 at 140 percent of the design loop gain, this excitation initiated 
a zero-speed instability involving the 42.2 Hz wing torsion mode. This instability, illustrated in 
Figure 42, also occurred at some increased gain in the other tested flutter suppression control 
laws. Prevention using filter compensation is possible but may not be practical without 
degrading system performance. The zero-speed instability did not inhibit testing as the 42.2 Hz 
mode was stabilized by wind-on aerodynamic damping. 
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Results of the semispan flutter tests, using DAC CL 2.5 at design gain, are shown in Figures 43 
through 46 with analytical results plotted for comparison. Analytical results are in reasonable 
agreement with the test results. Any discrepancies may be accounted for by the aerodynamic 
and structural model representations, particularly the assumed value for structural damping. 
Sensitivity of the 12 Hz flutter mode to structural damping was shown by a test in which damp- 
ing material was added to the pylon strut to increase the structural damping of the engine-pitch- 
wing mode from 0.01 to 0.014. The passive flutter speed increased from 47.8 m/s (93 KEAS) to 
49.9 m/s (97 KEAS). 
Flutter speed is a function of fuel quantity for both the open- and closed-loop cases, as shown in 
Figure 44. At the flutter-critical 10 percent fuel point, there is an improvement in the flutter 
speed due to the active control system. This increase is about 19 percent. For the intermediate 
off-design fuel levels the control law slightly degrades the flutter speed. 
The flutter characteristics of the zero-fuel condition were measured for control law gain and 
phase variations. The results for gain changes are shown in Figure 45. At increased gain values 
the third wing-bending mode was driven unstable at speeds less than the passive flutter speed. 
The phase is referenced to 12 Hz (the frequency of the critical flutter mode). 
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The results of tests conducted on the semispan model using control laws developed at NASA 
Langley are shown by plots of flutter speed versus gain (Figure 47) and structural damping ver- 
sus flutter speed (Figures 48 through 53). Again, these results show the sensitivity of flutter 
speed to the zero-speed damping. For this reason, the zero-speed damping was measured prior 
to each tunnel run. For these tests, the maximum speed tested was 60.5 m/s (11’7 KEAS). Above 
that speed the higher frequency outer panel mode (on which the control laws had no significant 
effect) became unstable. 
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During these tests it was discovered that results were not always repeatable. Also, a low fre- 
quency (4.26 Hz) filter instability occurred during the 30 degree phase lead check with NASA 
CL 2. Time histories of the open-loop actuator response at various frequencies indicated that the 
actuator was malfunctioning. Irregularities were most pronounced at small amplitudes. Time 
histories for the command signal and position potentiometer for the malfunctioning actuator are 
shown in Figures 54 and 55. As a result of the irregularities, the second test was terminated. 
The actuator improvement program, previously described, was then undertaken. 
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FIGURE 46. SEMISPAN MODEL FLUTTER SPEED VERSUS PHASE VARIATION, DAC CL 2.5 
The third entry into the DLBWT completed the semispan model testing and verified the 
reliability of the actuator prior to full-span-model tests. 
The results of the last semispan test are presented in Figures 56 through 58 along with com- 
parisons with results of earlier tests. DAC 2.5 and NASA CL 1 were tested using the improved 
actuator, Mod II. Figure 56 is a plot of the flutter speed versus closed-loop gain using DAC CL 
2.5. Flutter speed versus phase angle is also shown. The phase angle is referenced to the design 
phase of -110 degrees at 12 Hz; i.e., aileron position lags the control acceleration by 110 
degrees. Note that the flutter speed with the closed-loop gain of K, = 1.25 is 59.2 m/s 
(115 KEAS) or 24 percent greater than the passive flutter speed. The shift in the flutter speed 
from earlier tests was attributed to the Mod II actuator characteristics. Figure 57 presents the 
structural damping versus velocity of the passive and active cases and shows that test and 
analysis results are within 1 percent for the passive case and 2 percent for the active case. 
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FIGURE 57. SEMISPAN MODEL DAMPING VERSUS VELOCITY - DAC CL 2.5 
The results of gain and phase variations for the NASA CL 1 are shown in Figure 58. Here the 
test results show a flutter speed of 61.2 m/s (119 KEAS) or 28 percent over the passive speed. 
Tests were not carried out to higher speeds because of the presence of the high-frequency mode. 
Semispan Transfer Functions 
Static tests consisted of measuring the static response of the wing to aileron deflection as a func- 
tion of airspeed. Wing spar bending and torsion moments were measured with strain gages 
located near the midspan and outboard stations. Results were compared to doublet lattice 
theoretical aerodynamics calculations using a 0.6 factor applied to the aileron forces as deter- 
mined from available rigid wind tunnel model data. The test and calculated results are shown in 
Figures 59 and 60. These comparisons show reasonable agreement for the midspan bending 
moment and torque. However, the measured outboard torques were significantly less than the 
calculated values. 
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FIGURE 59. SEMISPAN WING STATIC BENDING MOMENT RESPONSE TO AILERON DEFLECTION 
The discrepancy between test and calculation of the outboard section loads may be due to the 
assumption (used in the calculations) that the aileron hinge moments and shears were trans- 
mitted to the wing continuously along the spar. Actually, the hinge moment was transmitted to 
the wing through the aileron actuator only and the shear was transmitted through the three 
discrete hinge points (see Figure 3). Since the outboard torque gage was located outboard of the 
actuator, its reading did not reflect the effect of the aileron hinge moment. 
The wing tip vertical and engine nacelle lateral acceleration responses to aileron harmonic 
oscillations were measured. The wing tip data were processed off-line from tape records and the 
nacelle data were processed on-line using a Spectral Dynamics 335A analyzer. These transfer 
functions, plotted in terms of dB response versus frequency, are presented in Figures 61 and 62. 
Predicted transfer functions are also shown for direct comparison. Figure 61, comparing wing 
tip accelerations, shows good agreement between test results and analysis. Agreement between 
test and analytical results is also shown for the first peak of the nacelle lateral acceleration 
response corresponding to the 6 Hz nacelle yaw mode (Figure 62). For the other modes, the 
nacelle lateral acceleration agreement is not good. Lack of agreement at the 12.3 Hz mode may 
be because this mode, as compared to the lateral motion. is characterized by a strong nacelle 
pitching motion and, because of accelerometer orientation, the lateral accelerometer measured a 
slight vertical component of pitching motion. Lack of agreement at other frequencies may be due 
to errors in predicting the unsteady aerodynamic forces on the nacelle. 
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Semispan Gust Results 
The response of the semispan wing to the turbulence field generated by the banner were ob- 
tained in terms of RMS and PSD data. Analytical correlations with the measured data were dif- 
ficult because a complete description of the turbulence field exciting the model was not available. 
Limited data were available concerning turbulence RMS values and PSD at selected tunnel loca- 
tions (see Tunnel Description and Model Installation), but no information was available concern- 
ing correlation of the turbulence at different tunnel locations. Consequently two types of 
analyses were performed: 
1. One-dimensional - the turbulence field was assumed to be perfectly correlated across the 
tunnel test section. 
2. Two-dimensional - the turbulence was assumed to be highly uncorrelated across the 
tunnel test section. 
Considering the limited information available concerning the turbulence field, the two-dimen- 
sional analysis correlated reasonably well with the measured data. The one-dimensional analysis 
did not correlate well with the measured data. Consequently the PSD calculation of bending 
moment was based on the assumption of a two-dimensional gust field. Table 3 shows com- 
parisons of midspan bending moments. The calculated PSDs, compared to test results, are 
shown in Figure 63 for the open-loop and closed-loop cases. The reasonable agreement between 
test and two-dimensional analytical results suggests that the nature of the turbulence was in fact 
two-dimensional. 
TABLE 3 
MIDSPAN BENDING MOMENT COMPARISONS 
SEMISPAN MODEL, 100% FUEL, V = 30.9 m/s 
DATA JRMS(NEWTON-METERS) 
One-Dimensional Analysis 7.25 
Two-Dimensional Analysis 1.48 
Measured 1.68 
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BENDING MOMENT DUE TO TURBULENCE 
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Comparison between the open- and closed-loop bending moments show the active control system 
(ACS) was effective in reducing the PSD load due to the first wing bending mode (the mode gen- 
erating the highest loads). The system had little or no effect upon the 12.3 Hz torsion mode, and 
increased the PSD load due to the 23 Hz wing second-bending mode. The overall effect of the 
ACS was to reduce the midspan RMS bending moment by 22 to 40 percent depending upon 
speed, as shown by Figure 64. Measurements of the midspan torque at 30.9 m/s (60 KEAS) for 
100 percent fuel showed that the ACS produced negligible changes in the midspan torque load. 
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FIGURE 64. ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM REDUCTION OF RMS BENDING MOMENT AT 
49 PERCENT SPAN 
Full-Span Flutter Tests and Analyses 
Following the semispan tests, the full-span model was tested. The test established passive and 
active flutter and gust response characteristics of the complete model. Two model configurations 
were tested. The first or baseline configuration was based directly upon a DC-10 derivative. For 
the second, or alternate, configuration, a weight was installed aft of the wing tip to produce a 
sharp flutter crossing (not typical of the DC-lo). Test results were compared with analytical 
results to evaluate the active control laws and the methods involved. 
The baseline configuration reflected a low wing fuel state (10 percent) and had a fuselage ballast 
of 4.5 kg (10 lb) at the model’s center of gravity. This arrangement was used to reduce the 
passive flutter speed due to the 12 Hz mode without changing the flutter character and thereby 
achieve an adequate testing range for demonstrating margins. Reduction of the 12 Hz mode flut- 
80 
ter speed was important because of the existence of a higher frequency flutter mode (25 Hz) 
which was expected to set an upper limit on test speeds. Adequate separation of these modes 
allowed testing over a speed range which permitted demonstration of the effectiveness of control 
laws, developed mainly for the critical 12 Hz mode. 
Several control laws were evaluated prior to tunnel entry. The evaluation resulted in the prin- 
cipal test control law, A7/E4. The control law identification, A7/E4, refers to the seventh and 
fourth modification of the aileron and elevator control laws, respectively. Midway through the 
test program another control law was tested and designated as A8/E5. Control law A8/E5 was 
based upon an updated aeroelastic representation of the model and resulted in aileron and 
elevator gains reduced to one-fourth and one-third, respectively, of A7/E4. Also, a 22 Hz notch 
filter was used in the A8 control law in an attempt to alleviate the detrimental effect of the 25 Hz 
wing mode. A notch filter was prepared to counter an anticipated 40 Hz servo instability at zero 
airspeed. The initial engagement of the control law A7 at the reference gain (KA = 1.0) con- 
firmed the 40 Hz instability. The notch filter, although adequate for the 40 Hz mode, introduced 
other instabilities with frequencies ranging from 50 to 180 Hz for the gain of K, = 1.0. To avoid 
the 40 Hz instability this notch filter was eliminated and the gain was reduced to K, = 0.5. 
Therefore, the closed-loop flutter tests were only performed with the A7 control law at reduced 
gain. The lower gain A8/E5 control laws avoided these instabilities. 
The damping versus speed plot of Figure 65 shows the passive flutter speed of the baseline con- 
figuration was 54.0 m/s (105 KEAS) with a frequency of 12.7 Hz. The maximum subcritical struc- 
tural damping, c/cc, was 1.5 percent. Unlike the semispan model, flutter onset of the full-span 
model was definite and moderately divergent. The analytically predicted passive flutter speed 
was 54.5 m/s (106 KEAS) with a frequency of 12.3 Hz. The calculated damping versus velocity of 
the 12 Hz mode (Figure 65) showed good comparison with test results. 
After passive flutter speeds were established, closed-loop flutter tests were performed for 
several gain and phase settings. Plots of damping versus speed for control law l/2 A7/E4 (the 
same as A7/E4 but with half the aileron gain) are shown in Figure 65 together with comparisons 
of analysis and passive results. Test results verified analytical predictions for the l/2 A7/E4 con- 
trol law. The critical 12 Hz mode was entirely suppressed with this control law (as predicted) and 
test damping data agreed well with analyses. At subcritical speeds there was no evidence of the 
25 Hz flutter mode until flutter onset was imminent. The baseline configuration flutter speed 
with the l/2 A7/E4 control law was 63 m/s (122.5 KEAS) with a frequency of 22.2 Hz. According 
to analyses, the 25 Hz mode passive flutter speed was reduced by the l/2 A7/E4 control law from 
67.5 m/s (131 KEAS) to 64.0 m/s (124.5 KEAS) with a flutter frequency of 26.3 Hz. Agreement 
between analyses and test was within 2 percent for the closed-loop flutter speed and within 16 
percent for the frequency. The difference in flutter frequency was due to difficulty in predicting 
rapid frequency shifts of the high-frequency outer panel torsion mode near flutter onset. The l/2 
A7/E4 control law suppressed the critical 12 Hz mode entirely. 
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Gain variations were performed on the aileron part of the control law, A7. In the test, gain varia- 
tions only up to K, = 0.5 could be tested because of the high-frequency instabilities at higher 
gains. Figure 66 shows results of tests and analyses for gain variations. Except for zero gain 
(passive case), the higher frequency mode became unstable in the test or analyses results. Anal- 
ysis predicts the flutter speed of the high frequency mode to decrease significantly with increas- 
ing gain. The test results do not confirm this result; rather, they seem to show a negligible effect 
of the aileron control law up to a gain of near 0.4, and then a small speed improvement at a gain 
of 0.5. However, the difference between test and analysis may be less than shown because the 
speeds plotted are the maximum speeds tested rather than actual flutter speeds. Because of the 
violence of this flutter mode, the runs were stopped when the test engineer judged that flutter 
was imminent. 
Test results for gain variations of control law AWE5 are also presented in Figure 66. As dis- 
cussed, A8/E5 differed from A7/E4 in that the gains were reduced and the aileron loop was 
designed with a notch filter to suppress the outer wing 25 Hz mode. However, the improvement 
in using A8/E4 was less than expected. 
Results of phase variations of control law A7 with K, = 0.5 and 0.25 are included in Figure 67. 
The incremental phase of aileron rotation with respect to control acceleration has been noted 
lead ( + 1 or lag (- 1 measured at 12 Hz. Analyses predicted only a moderate reduction in the flut- 
ter speed of the high-frequency flutter mode with increasing phase lag; however, the test results 
showed that increasing phase lag had a strong effect in flutter speed reduction, e.g., 30 degrees 
additional lag resulted in a flutter speed reduction of 20 percent as compared to a predicted 
reduction of 2 percent. Also, flutter at 30 degrees lag involved different modes than at zero 
phase. The ability to accurately predict the effects of phase variations requires further study. 
The discussion of results so far has been centered upon the baseline configuration. An alternate 
configuration was tested and analyzed which featured a wing engine pylon of increased rigidity 
and the addition of a trailing wing tip boom with a 20 gram mass located 0.152 m (6 in.) aft of the 
elastic axis. The effect of these changes was to create a violent type of flutter at a frequency of 12 
Hz characterized by pronounced wing tip torsion. Figure 68 shows the results of these tests and 
analysis, both passive and active. The analysis-test correlation is good for the passive case; V, = 
43 m/s (83.6 KEAS) by analyses and V, = 42 m/s (81.6 KEAS) from the test. Also, the sharp 
onset of the flutter is indicated by the test results, in that a 15 Hz mode was being tracked 
without evidence of another mode when the 12 Hz mode became unstable with a small increase in 
velocity. In fact, during one run, this unexpected rapid loss of damping resulted in wing tip 
damage. Figure 68 also shows that the analysis predicted an increase in flutter speed to 53 m/s 
(103 KEAS) with control law A7/E4. However, because of high-frequency instabilities with 
aileron gains above 0.5, the analytical result could not be verified by test. But, for a gain of 0.5, 
the analysis predicted a small change in flutter speed and the test confirmed this result. 
An aileron gain variation was also tested on the alternate configuration with the wing sensors at 
the normal location and with the wing sensors moved outboard. Figure 69 shows the results of 
these tests. Control law A7.1/E4 refers to the case where each wing sensor was moved from the 
48 percent span station to a station near the wing tip. Control law A7.1/E4 produced no improve- 
ment in flutter speed within the limited range of gains that could be tested. At K, = 0.375 and 
0.5 filter instabilities appeared and at K, = 1 a high frequency structurally coupled instability 
developed. 
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Full-Span Transfer Functions 
The transfer functions (TF) showing the relationships between model response and control sur- 
face inputs were investigated by analysis and tests at a speed of 38.6 m/s (75 KEAS). Symmetric 
and antisymmetric aileron inputs were used over a frequency range of 2 to 35 Hz for which wing 
loads, wing tip accelerations, and nacelle accelerations were measured and calculated. Similar 
data were taken for elevator harmonic inputs. The response to symmetric aileron oscillations are 
shqwn in Figures 70 through 72 and the response to elevator oscillations are shown in Figures 73 
and 74. The antisymmetric aileron TF data are shown in Figure 75. 
The calculated transfer functions show reasonably good agreement with measurements except 
as follows: agreement of predicted and measured lateral engine responses to symmetric aileron 
inputs is good for the dominant nacelle 6 Hz yaw and 23 Hz roll modes, but for the 9 Hz fuselage 
bending and 13 Hz wing nacelle pitch modes the calculated responses are in poor agreement with 
measured responses (Figure 71). As was the case for a similar difference noted for the semispan 
results, the disagreement may be due to a slight offset in the orientation of the nacelle lateral ac- 
celerometer relative to the theoretical axis causing the lateral accelerometer to respond er- 
roneously to a small component of vertical motion. For example, a 5 degree offset would result in 
the lateral accelerometer responding to nearly 10 percent of the vertical motion. Since the 
nacelle vertical motion is 10 times the lateral motion in the 13 Hz mode, a 5 degree offset would 
account for the discrepancy. 
Another discrepancy between analytical and test results is in the outboard wing bending mo- 
ment response to aileron inputs (Figure 72). For this case, the predicted response is greater than 
the measured response over the entire frequency spectrum. As with the semispan model, this 
may be due to an assumption that aileron shear forces are transmitted to the wing continuously 
along the aileron leading edge and not through the actuator and the three discrete hinge points. 
Also, and perhaps more importantly, the analytical representation assumed the aileron stiffness 
did not significantly contribute to the wing bending stiffness. The aileron does, in fact, con- 
tribute a second load path, bypassing the outboard bending gage in the spar bending moment 
reaction. An illustration of the aileron, hinge arrangement, actuator, spar, and outboard bend- 
ing moment strain gage assembly was shown earlier in Figure 3. 
The response of the wing bending moment to elevator inputs (Figure 73) shows the predicted 
response to be higher than the test results at the 9 Hz fuselage bending mode. This may be due 
to aeroelastic effects being greater than predicted. The elevator shear loads in the analysis went 
directly into the horizontal stabilizer spar whereas, in fact, the loads are transferred to the spar 
through the trailing edges of the balsa sections. This resulted in the chordwise bending being 
greater than predict,ed thereby reducing elevator effectiveness. 
Figure 73 shows that for the 9 Hz fuselage bending mode, the calculated cg response was higher 
than measured but the wing engine lateral response agreed well. In the 12 Hz mode, calculated 
and measured engine lateral response did not agree. The difficulties of predicting the wing 
engine response may be due to slight misalignment of the engine to the wing or an oversimplified 
aerodynamic model. 
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Figure 75 shows that the measured responses of the left and right engines to pure antisymmetric 
open-loop aileron inputs disagree by 5 dB. A review of the left and right aileron inputs to the 
model showed that these inputs were of the same magnitude and 180 degrees out of phase. 
Therefore, it is concluded that the model itself was somewhat asymmetric. This is supported by 
observations made during resonant testing. Because it was not assumed in the theoretical 
analysis, the asymmetry indicated by Figure 75 represents a source of discrepancy between 
predicted and measured model response. Also, as was shown for the calculated aileron to engine 
TF, these antisymmetric test results indicate that the analytical engine motions in the 12 Hz 
mode were low with respect to the measured engine motion. 
Full-Span Turbulence 
Power spectra were computed and compared to test results for selected bending moments and 
accelerations. Analytical results, using a one-dimensional spectrum, as shown in Figure 76, in- 
dicate the active control system significantly reduced the short period mode and the symmetric 
structural mode responses. Figures 77 and 78 show that the active system reduces the loads for 
the structural modes but not for the rigid body short period mode. The short period gust loads 
were not accurately predicted because the analytical representation assumed a free-flying model 
and did not include the installation constraints consisting of a nose pitch damper, an instrumen- 
tation bundle, and the vertical slide rod. 
Additional difficulty in correlating analytical and test results may have been due to model asym- 
metry and the nonhomogeneous gust field. This lack of homogenity is indicated by the response 
of the right wing being significantly larger than the response of the left wing as shown by com- 
paring the PSD of the right wing tip accelerometer to the PSD of the average of the two wing 
tips (Figure 79). Further, since the control law constrained the ailerons to act symmetrically, the 
strong antisymmetric responses were not attenuated by the active system. Finally, a review of 
films of the model flying in the turbulence showed the model resting against the upper stops on 
the slide rod a significant amount of time, a flying characteristic not anticipated in analytical 
predictions. 
The RMS bending moments give an indication of the overall level of response. Table 4 presents 
the midspan bending moments as measured and computed. As compared to test, analysis 
predicts higher loads when either a one-dimensional or a two-dimensional gust representation is 
used. 
The predicted reduction in wing RMS bending moment due to the active system is shown in 
Table 5. Here, using the usual one-dimensional representation for gust loads predictions, the 
wing passive RMS bending moment of 3.4 N-m is higher by a factor of 10 than the comparable 
measured value given in Table 4. It is shown also that the active system reduces the midspan 
RMS bending moment by over 50 percent. 
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TABLE 4 
MIDSPAN BENDING MOMENT COMPARISON 
FULL SPAN MODEL, W-PERCENT FUEL, V = 38.6 m/s 
I DATA IRMS(NEWTON-METERS) 1 
One-Dimensional Analysis 
Two-Dimensional Analysis 
Measured (Right Side) 
Measured (Averaged 
both sides) 
3.398 
1.520 
0.663 
0.331 
TABLE 5 
REDUCTIONS IN RMS BENDING MOMENT 
FULL SPAN MODEL, V = 38.6 m/s 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
10% FUEL 
LOCATION PERCENT REDUCTION 
MIDSPAN OUTBOARD MIDSPAN OUTBOARD 
Passive 3.398 0.573 
Active 1.495 0.262 56 54 
100% FUEL 
Passive 4.27 0.62 - 
Fctive 1.60 0.41 63 34 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In general, the main objectives of the program were met: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The ability to increase flutter speed of the first critical flutter mode by using a relatively 
simple control system and control law was demonstrated on both models. For the semispan 
model, the flutter speed for the critical lo-percent fuel condition was increased by about 19 
percent over the passive flutter speed: for the full-span model, the first critical flutter mode 
(12 Hz) was suppressed entirely. A second flutter mode (23 Hz) became unstable for the full- 
span model at speeds above the passive flutter speed for the basic 12-Hz mode, and an at- 
tempt to control this mode using a notch filter was unsuccessful. Also unsuccessful was an 
attempt to suppress a flutter mode that crossed sharply into the unstable region, as induced 
on the full-span model by adding weights behind the wing tips. 
The active control system was also able, for the most part, to significantly reduce the gust 
loads caused by turbulence induced in the tunnel. There was one notable exception: con- 
trary to analytical predictions, the active system actually increased the structural loads 
caused by short-period motion of the full-span model. This was believed to be the result of 
the effects of the model support system, which was not accounted for in the analyses. 
For the flutter tests, the agreement between the analytical predictions and the mode 
shapes, frequencies, damping values, and transfer functions measured in the tests was gen- 
erally good. For the gust load alleviation tests, the relative change in model resonse to tur- 
bulence was in agreement with analysis for the semispan model, but not for the full-span 
model. This was partly because of the simplistic model used to describe the turbulence field. 
The usual one-dimensional model of the turbulence gave predictions of higher gust loads 
than occurred. The predictions were better using a two-dimensional model, but were still 
not completely satisfactory. 
Valuable engineering experience was obtained in the design, development, and testing of 
active control flexible models and related servo-system hardware and equipment. 
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APPENDIX A 
BASIC DATA 
Structural and aerodynamic data used to derive the analytical representation of the models are 
presented on the following pages. Figure A-l presents the coordinate system and sign conven- 
tion geometry used in analyses. Figures A-2 through A-6 and Tables A-l through A-3 present 
geometrical data. Figures A-7 through A-12 present stiffness data. Tables A-4 through A-21 
present mass data and Table A-22 presents aerodynamic correction factors. 
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cos fiEA = 0.806135 
TAU lrEA = 0.734036 
yF = 96.999 +SIN fiEA ZEA 
ZF = CDS PEA ZEA 
mat VERTICAL 
VERTICAL ORIGIN 
FIGURE A-4. VERTICAL STABILIZER GEOMETRY 
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MASS 
REFERENCE 
FIGURE A-5. HORIZONTAL STABILIZER GEOMETRY 
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L 2.423 
I BAY 
NO. 
41 0.151 -0.019 - 0.238 0 
42 0.328 0.238 - 0.410 0 
43 0.543 0.410 - 0.673 0 
44 0.766 0.673 - 0.866 0 
45 1 .Ol 0.856 - 1.153 0 
46 1.25 1.153 - 1.339 0 
47 1.43 1.339 - 1.523 0 
48 1.65 1.523 - 1.762 0 
49 1.86 1.762 - 2.144 0 
50 2.32 2.144 - 2.490 0 
51 2.72 2.490 - 2.908 0 
r 
I 
L 
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VERTICALSTABILIZER ZEA (METERS) 
FIGURE A-12. VERTICAL STABILIZER STIFFNESS - Elyy VERSUS ZEA 
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Table A-l 
Wing Bay Reference Stations 
REFERENCE AXIS FUSELAGE COORDINATES 
3AY STATION LIMITS X Y Z 
21 0.240 0.190 - 0.290 0.200 1.470 -0.064 
22 0.350 0.290 - 0.408 0.292 1.531 -0.058 
23 0.455 0.408 - 0.501 0.380 1.589 -0.053 
24 0.550 0.501 - 0.599 0.459 1.640 -0.049 
25 0.653 0.599 - 0.708 0.545 1.700 -0.044 
26 0.751 0.708 - 0.796 0.627 1.751 -0.039 
27 0.839 0.796 - 0.882 0.701 1.799 -0.035 
28 0.926 0.882 - 0.968 0.773 1.846 -0.031 
29 0.999 0.968 - 1.031 0.834 1.886 -0.028 
30 1.062 1.031 - 1.093 0.887 1.921 -0.025 
31 1 .l24 1;093 - 1.154 0.939 1.955 -0.022 
32 1.185 1.154 - 1.216 0.990 1.989 -0.019 
33 1.247 1.216 - 1.278 1.043 2.022 -0.016 
34 1.309 1.278 - 1.340 1.093 2.056 -0.013 
35 1.371 1.340 - 1.401 1.145 2.090 -0.010 
36 1.437 1.401 - 1.473 1.200 2.126 -0.007 
Coordinate Transformation 
0.835180 -0.547077 
0.547949 0.836512 
0.047181 -0.030905 
0.547949 
0.836512 
0 
Engine Location 
'EA = 0.323 
'FUS = 0.380 
'EA = -0.194 'EA = -0.073 
'FUS = 1.353 'FUS = -0.127 
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Bay 
2 
3 
4 
-. 
5 
6 
Table A-2 
Vertical Stabilizer Bay Reference Stations 
Reference Axis 
0.3624 - 0.4386 
0.5992 0.5674 - 0.6309 
0.6637 0.6309 - 0.6962 
1 
1 
t 
1 
1 
1 
Coordinate Transformation 
= 
Lower Vertical Stabilizer C.G. 
XF = 0 YF = 2.5809 ZF = 0.15966 
Fuselage Coordinates 
XI Y I z 
-j-/z-p 
0 I 2.780 I 0.4312 
0 I 2.818 I 0.4830 
0 
I 
2.856 I 0.5349 
1.0 0 0 
0 0.806135 -0.591732 
0 0.591732 0.806135 
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Table A-3 
Horizontal Stabilizer Bay Reference Stations 
i.. _ ..-- 
Reference Station Fuselage Coordinates --.-I 
Bay Station Limits X Y Z 
1 0.1280 0.0810 - 0.175 0.1091 2.6530 0.0370 
-..- --= .- -- - 
2 0.21971 0.1750 - 0.2644 
3 0.3089 0.2644 - 0.353 
4 0.3961 0.353 - 0.4389 
5 0.4798 0.4389 - 0.5207 0.4091 2.829 0.0899 
6 0.5569 0.5207 - 0.5722 0.4749 2.8677 0.1015 
Coordinate Transformation 
0.500444 
0.865769 
0 
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Table A-4 
Engine Mass Properties and 
Cantilevered Pylon Frequencies 
.Engine Mass Properties 
WEIGHT - kg 
C. G. XFUS-m 
YFUS-m 
0.927 
0.3804 Outboard from fuselage and 
to engine 
0.2428 Forward from wing elastic 
axis to engine C.G. 
Z -m -0.073 Down from wing elastic axis to engine c.g. 
'PITCH - kg-m* 
ABOUT C.G. 
'ROLL - kg-m2 
ABOUT C.G. 
*YAW kg-m* 
ABOUT C.G 
4.6472 x 1O-3 
8.077 x 1O-4 
4.9862 x 1O-3 
Cantilevered Pylon Frequencies (Hz) 
PITCH 
YAW 
ROLL 
-85 PYLON -13 PYLON 
15.3 20.6 
6.2 8.89 
23.31 31.0 
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TABLE A-5 
MODEL MASS DATA- WING ZERO FUEL 
122 
@.1987LE-C2 
0.3 551bE-02 
cj. lC482E-02 
or a 8436fi-633 
G,9569C;E-$3 
0.60633E-C5 
0.42610E-03 
MY 
-C.Cl 
Lo% 
o:tic! 
NOTE: 
Units of Mass: kg/m/sec2 
Units of Inertia: kg-m2/m/sec2 
Units of Unbalance: kg-mlmlsec* 
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NOTE: 
Units of Mass: 
Units of Inertia: 
TABLE A-6 
MODEL MASS DATA - IO-PERCENT WING FUEL 
kg/mlsec* 
kg-m*/m/se$* 
IXX 
0,33512E-02 
0.40040E-02 
0.185.97E-32 
@.8858RE-03 
O.R889fE-03 
3.5669lE-03 
C. 38774E-‘I3 
g.s%$~~-o? 
o:741*7 E-g;: 
O.l7300E-63 
0.41437E-04 
0.27595E-04 
fl.32189E-04 
O.ZlbZfE-04 
O.l7880E-04 
rvv 
O.bhGihE-03 
0.4160tE-03 
O.l7350E-03 
0,11661E-03 
0.11913E-03 
0.88989 E-04 
@.79274E-04 
0.56917E-04 
0.16417 E-04 
0.12729 E-04 
0.15 773F-04 
0.104 18 E-04 
0.83985E-05 
0,82815E-@5 
C.b3794E-05 
0.12642E-04 
Units of Unbalance: kg-m/m/set’ 
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TABLE A-7 
MODEL MASS DATA - lo-PERCENT WING FUEL PLUS ZO-GRAM TIP WEIGHT 
0.2 
212 
IZZ 
p$~-g 
ta;:-;g 
75 75EfdS 
C633E-C3 
ZhlCE-03 
b048E-03 
G5 2CE-03 
5360 Ii-C4 
5781 E-03 
0567f-04 
5116E-C4 
7691E-34 
-/GbbE-04 
,5367E-03 
NOTE: 
Units of Mass: kg/m/sec2 
Units of Inertia: kg-m2/rnlsec2 
Units of Unbalance: kg-m/rn/sec2 
IXY 
t?h 
0:v 
0.0 
8:: 
8-g 
02 
122 
NOTE: 
Units of Mass: 
TABLE A-B 
MODEL MASS DATA - 29.5 PERCENT WING FUEL 
101s 
MASS IIX 
0.74 
“0% 
20” 
0:21 
$0 
0.21 28 
2 '11 
0:11 
X-8 
0:o 
ii?:: 
0:16 
6-O" 
0:o 
28 
3"0 
c:o 
IZZ 
3.34751E02 
0.54319E-02 
0.2644tlE-02 
0.98263E-03 
G.97569E-03 
0.6 63X-03 
P 0.4 610E-03 
C.38048E-03 
0.24657E-03 
O.l7063E-03 
C.Z985lE-03 
O.l3421E-03 
0.68154E-04 
0.59SCZE-04 
0.43 @3 6E- 04 
O.L9556E-04 
kg/m[sec2 - 
FZ IXX 
00-8 0,41656E-02 
0:o 
0.41899E02 
O.l9341E-02 
8:o” 
0,86592E-03 
0, aa796E-03 
20” 
O-56691 E-03 
0.38774E-03 
0.0 0.33445503 
:-iii 
0,16504E-03 
010 0.12908E-03 
0;27417E-03 
PO” 0.730 70 E-04 
0:o 
0.43192E-04 
0.39856F04 
8-8 O-28649&04 
l 0,17880E-04 
Units of Inertia: kg-mLlm/secL 
Units of Unbalance: kg-m/m/sec2 
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NOTE: 
Units of Mass: 
iooa 
HLAS02S 
0:83 
0.60 
8% 
0:15 
0.10 
x- 3 
0: 06 
0.02 
TABLE A-9 
MODEL MASS DATA - 40 PERCENT WING FUEL 
xxx IYY 
0.65691E-02 O.l1598f-02 
0,4689lE-02 0.56800E-03 
0,21740E-02 0125974E-03 
O.l0812E-02 O-22805&03 
0.98737E-03 O.l9047E-03 
O.b0929E-03 O.lOZSlE-03 
0 -387 74E-03 0.79274E-04 
0.3344x-03 0,56917E-04 
O.l6504E-03 0.59141E-04 
O.l2908E-03 0.48665E-04 
0,27417E-03 0.40588E-04 
0.7307oe04 0,34706E-04 
0.43192E-04 0.29819E04 
0,39856E-04 
0.28649E-04 
0.2183OE-04 
O.l6914E-04 
O.l788OE-04 O.l2642E-04 
I22 
0.48076E-02 
C. 70256E-02 
0.39207E-02 
O.l8863E-02 
0.15599E-02 
0*61555E-03 
0.426lOE-03 
0.3804dE-03 
0.24657E-03 
O-17063&03 
0.29851E-03 
O.L0421E-03 
0.681541? 04 
0.59902E-04 
0.43836E-04 
0.29556E-04 
kg/m@ec2 9 
IYZ 
0.0 
0.0 
IXZ 0 -0 
82 
iii:: 
0.0 0.0 
::: 
82 0.0 
0.0 
!:I 
e 
Units of Inertia: kg-m’lmlsec 
Units of Unbalance: kg-m/m/sec2 
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BAY 
2’3 
23 
f : 
fB 
28 
$90 
31 
32 
334 
35 
36 
NOTE: 
Units of Mass: 
TABLE A-10 
MODEL MASS DATA - 80 PERCENT WING FUEL 
1007 
MASS HX 
:-‘00’ 
“o:g 
8:: 
0: 49 
8:: 
0.25 8:: 
8-E 
8::; 
8-8 
0:o 
0: 16 8:: 
00-h-8 
0:07 
0”:: 
8% . 
H:ij 
. 
IZZ 
0.59677E- 02 
0.84473E-02 
0.487C3E-02 
0.26039E-02 
0.22694E-02 
O.l1762E-02 
0.67132E-03 
0.44644E-03 
0.24657E- 03 
O.l7063E-03 
0.29851E-03 
O.l0421E-03 
0.68154E-04 
0.59902E-04 
0.43 836E-04 
0.29556E-04 
kg/mpc2 
9 
Units of Inertia: kg-m’lmlsec’ 
Units of Unbalance: kg-mlmlsec2 
xxx 
0.76723E-02 
0.50456E-02 
0.23243502 
O.l1637E-02 
O.l1046E-02 
0.668 4E-03 
# 0 -426 1 E-03 
0 -34329 E-03 
O.l6504E-03 
O.l2908E-03 
0.27417E-03 
0.7307ot+o4 
0.43192E-04 
0.39856E-04 
0.28649E-04 
O.l7880E-04 
IXZ 
0.0 
i$tj 
0:o 0.0 0.0 
8:: 
ko” 
8:: 
:-8 
0:o 
IVY 
0.14396E02 
O.b8291E-03 
0.32263E-03 
0.31484E-03 
0.27712E-03 
0,17262E-03 
O.l2489E-03 
0.66778E-04 
0.59141E-04 
0.48665E-04 
0.40588E-04 
0,34706E-04 
0.29819E-04 
0.218306-04 
O.l6914E-04 
O.l2642E-04 
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NOTE: 
Units of Mass: kglmlsec’ ~ -. 
996 
MASS 
1.50 
1.15 
0.84 
0.67 
8-45 
0: 32 
8-E 
0:15 
:- . 
8: 
0. 
00: 
8: 
8: 
:: 
8, 
0: 
TABLE A-11 
MODEL MASS DATA - 80 PERCENT WING FUEL 
;:i 
. 
122 
70597E-02 
96894E-02 
54289E-02 
31529E-02 
29934E-02 
17608E-02 
11752fiO2 
71349E-03 
24657E-03 
17063E03 
29851 E-03 
,10421E-03 
68154E-04 
59902E-04 
43 836E- 04 
29556E-04 
b!Y 
0.01 
"o-i3 
0:01 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
82% 
0:oo 
8% 
go"8 
. 
IXY 
0":: 
i:H . 
I:! . 
$f 
. 
82 
i-0" 
0:o 
EO 
0.0 
ko” 
to, 
;:i 
. 
8:: 
0.0 
0.0 
8-8 
0:o 
i:: 
3:: 0.0 
- -- 
0.0 
!:I 
m 
0.0 
0.0 
igp 
m 
0.0 
8:: 
i:; 
. 
Units of inertia: kg-mLlmlsecL 
Units of Unbalance: kg-m/mlsec2 
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NOTE: 
736 
MASS 
El . 
TABLE A-12 
MODEL MASS DATA - IOO-PERCENT WING FUEL 
346: E-02 5 
74974E-32 
37327F-02 
19@22E-02 
21C)23E-32 
LL162E-02 
70866E-33 
&3T3gy?3 
i70t3E-i33 
gg;y-P 
-u3 
x01 
0.04 
tEf 
do1 
0.31 
IXY 0.0 0.0 oo=: . 20” 85 ;:i 0 0”:: 2.0 0.0 0.0 
0 0 IYZ 
60 
‘3.0 
0.0 
i:; 
“0:; 
. 
$6 
. 
kc” 
0.. r) 
0.0 
IXX 
0.75537E-02 
0.61690E-02 
0,40786E-02 
0.14382f-02 
0.15555E-02 
0.96919E-03 
0.52232E-03 
0.42118E-03 
O.l6504E-03 
O.L290RE-03 
t?.27417E-03 
0.73070E-04 
0.43192E-04 
0.39856E-04 
0.28649E-34 
O.l7RSQE-04 
TYY 
0.296kjE-02 
0.17C)73E-02 
0,58995E-03 
0.63785E-03 
C’.74966E-03 
G,2409RE-03 
0.20955E-03 
0.94022E-04 
0,5914lE-04 
0.48665E-04 
0.40588E-04 
@.34706E-C\4 
0.298 19 E-04 
00 21830E-04 
O.l6914E-04 
0. L2642E-04 
UNITS OF MASS: kg/m/se&’ 
UNITS OF INERTIA: kg-m2/m/se$ 
UNITS OF UNBALANCE: kg-mImlsec2 
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TABLE A-13 
MODEL MASS DATA - FORWARD FUSELAGE WITH 13.2 kg NOSE BALLAST 
MX 
8-8 . 
8:: 
8:: 
I xx 
Ow32877E-02 0.17&-02 
0.90130E-03 0.25 18 LE-02 
0.37296E-02 0.92076E-02 
O.l2115E-02 0.28444E-02 
0.57502E-02 0.39886E-02 
0.41393E-02 0.86853E-02 
BA4: TZZ IXY 0.32877!?-02 0.0 IYZ IXZ 0.0 0.0 
42 0.90130E-03 0.0 
2: 0.37296E-02 O.l2115  0.0 
00-00 
0:o 
0”:: 
45 0.57502E-02 0.G 
46 0.41393E-02 0.0 
8:: 2: 
0.0 
TABLE A-14 
MODEL MASS DATA -AFT FUSELAGE 
“B VE 
4 
NO. 
rwi YX 
3; 
c.‘i7 
IXX IVY 
8. ;; I:; 8 2; 
20 0,39915E-02 0.85814E-02 
0.236456-02 0.46411E-02 
. .o 8=8 0.41744E-02 0,64379E-02 
559 0.70 :37 0”:: 2: 2: 0.67817E-02 O.l874 1 0.328626-02 530 9 E-02 
Btj IZZ I XY IYZ IX2 
0.39915E-02 0.0 
tt 0.23645E-02 417 4 0.0 0:o 8-00 0.0 8:: 
2 O.l8747E-01 0.678 17E-02 0.0 8:: k8 
NOTE: 
UNITS OF MASS: kglmlsd 
UNITS OF INERTIA: kg-m2lmlsec2 
UNITS OF UNBALANCE: kg-mlm/sd 
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TABLE A-15 
MODEL MASS DATA - UPPER VERTICAL STABILIZER 
W&E NO. 
iw 
32 0.51 .02 
MX 
8:: 
4 0.02 
2 8% . 
2: 
0:o 
BAY IZZ 
2 0.0 
2 8:: 
2 8:: 
MY 
0.0 
I:! 
0:o 
1 XY 
0.0 
I:; 
0:c 
1:; 
IXX IYY 
O.L8875E-04 0.0 
0:o 0.39783E-04 O-333896-04 0.0 
0.0 O.L9255E-04 0.0 
0.0 0.27858E-04 0.0 
IYZ IXZ 
8-8 
0:o 
0.0 
2: f:f . 
TABLE A-16 
MODEL MASS DATA - LOWER VERTICAL STABILIZER 
(INCLUDES AFT ENGINE DUCT) 
;fyDE NO. 
A n26ss MX MY txx IYY 
1 0.24 0.0 0.0 20 0.22064E-02 0,14181E-02 
BA’I 
0.30 ‘2 E-02 $5 
I XY IYZ IXZ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
NOTE: 
UNITS OF MASS: kg/m/sd 
UNITS OF INERTIA: kg-m2/mfseP 
UNITS OF UNBALANCE: kg-mlmlse~ 
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I@ i
c-09 
C-06 
o.c5 
8% 
0:02 
TABLE A-17 
MODEL MASS DATA - HORIZONTAL STABILIZER 
BAY IZZ IXY 
ti 
IYZ 
8 $3 0 0 
IXZ 
IYY 
2: 0.0 
8-8 0:o 
NOTE: 
UNITS OF MASS: kg/m/se$ 
UNITS OF INERTIA: kg-m2/m/se$ 
UNITS OF UNBALANCE: kg-mlmlsec2 
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BAY 
56 
TABLE A-18 
MODEL MASS DATA-TAIL ENGINE 
FEE N9- 759 PASS 
30 0.93 
0.171:gE-02 0.0 IXY 
MZ 
0.0 Q.l9:&02 0.43&-03 
IYZ 
0.0 
TABLE A-19 
MODEL MASS DATA -WING ENGINE 
MX 
0.0 -MO:01 
0.45\!hE-02 0-C Ix’ 
TXZ 
0.0 
X0 0.46i%E-02 O.$O%E-03 
IXZ 
0.0 
NOTE: 
UNITS OF MASS: kg/m/sd 
UNITS OF INERTIA: kg-m2/m/sec2 
UNITS OF UNBALANCE: kg-m/m/sac2 
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Table A-20 
Aileron Mass Properties 
Weight, grams 40.1 
XCG, meters (measured from 
inboard end of aileron) 0.164 
YCG, meters (measured aft 
of hinge line) 0.10 
ZCG, meters 
I 'ROLL CG' g-m2 0.504 
'YAW CG' g-m2 0.388 
'PITCH CG' g-m2 
Table A-21 
Elevator Mass Properties 
Weight, grams 
XCG, meters (measured from 
inboard end of elevator) 0.095 
I 
YCG, meters (measured aft 
of hinge line) 0.022 
I zcG) meters I 0 I 
I 'ROLL CG' g-m2 
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Table A-22 
Aerodynamics Correction Factors 
LIFT DUE TO h LIFT DUE TO a MOMENT DUE TO h MOMENT DUE TO a 
.94 .94 .94 .94 
.946 .946 .946 .946 
.952 .952 .952 .952 
.952 .952 .952 .952 
.945 .945 .945 .945 ~ .--- 
.937 .937 .937 .937 
.933 I ,933 .933 .933 
.925 I .925 .925 .925 
.931 .931 .931 .931 
.954 .954 .954 .954 
.948 .948 .948 .948 
.917 .917 .917 .917 
.833 .833 ,675 .675 
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APPENDIX B 
ANALOG COMPUTER DIAGRAMS 
This section Tontains schematic diagrams of the COMCOR 175 analog computer. Figure B-l 
presents a schematic diagram of the servo-amplifier. Figures B-2 through B-4 present schematic 
diagrams of the aileron and elevator control laws for the full-span model. Figure B-5 presents a 
schematic of the hydraulic dump circuit. 
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APPENDIX C 
GROUND VIBRATION TEST DATA 
Mode shapes and frequencies of the semispan model measured in the ground vibration test are 
presented in Figures C-l through C-8 and Table C-l. Analytical predictions are included for com- 
parison. Measured and analytical symmetric mode shapes of the full-span model in the alternate 
configuration are presented in Figures C-9 through C-13. Analytical mode shapes and frequen- 
cies of the full-span model in the baseline configuration are presented in Figures C-14 through 
C-25. Measured frequencies of the full-span model are presented in Table C-2. Calculated ortho- 
gonal modes of the full-span model are presented in Tables C-3 through C-38. 
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SCALE: 11300 
VIEW LOOKING FORWARD 
1 FUEL I ZERO 1 
I TEST ANALYSIS I 
WING ENGINE 
FIGURE C-l. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES - FIRST WING BENDING 
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SCALE: 11300 
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FIGURE C-2. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES - ENGINE YAW 
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SCALE: l/300 
1 SHAPE I --- l 
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FIGURE C-3. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES - 
WING ENGINE 
FIRST WING TORSION AND ENGINE PITCH 
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SCALE: 11300 
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FIGURE C-4. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES -SECOND WING BENDING 
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SCALE: l/300 
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FIGURE C-5. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES - ENGINE ROLL 
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SCALE: l/300 
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FIGURE C-6. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES -WING FORE AND AFT BENDING 
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SCALE: l/300 
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FIGURE C-7. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES-THIRD WING BENDING 
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SCALE: 11300 
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I TEST ANALYSIS I 
FIGURE C-8. SEMISPAN VIBRATION MODES -SECOND WING TORSION 
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10 PERCENT FUEL, 20 GM TIP WEIGHT 
falf$ = 20.610239 
2.72’kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 -MODEL 
1.81 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - ANALY 
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FIGURE C-9. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - FIRST WING BENDING 
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10 PERCENT FUEL, 20 GM TIP WEIGHT 
falf+ = 20.618.89 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - MODEL 
1.81 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - ANALY 
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FIGURE C-10. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - INNER WING TORSION 
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10 PERCENT FUEL, 20 GM TIP WEIGHT 
fculf$ = 20.6l8.89 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - MODEL 
1.81 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - ANALY 
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10 PERCENT FUEL, 20 GM TIP WEIGHT 
fdf +b = 20.618.89 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - MODEL 
1.81 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - ANALY 
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FIGURE C-12 FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - FIRST FUSELAGE VERTICAL BENDING 
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10 PERCENT FUEL, 20 GM TIP WEIGHT 
fa/f$ = 20.618.89 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - MODEL 
1.81 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 - ANALY 
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FIGURE C-13. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - HIGHER WING MODE 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
fa/f$ = 15.316.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
4.54 kg AT FUSELAGE cg 
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FIGURE C-14. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - FIRST WING BENDING 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
falf+ = 15.316.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
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FIGURE C-15. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE -WING ENGINE YAW 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
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FIGURE C-16. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - FIRST FUSELAGE VERTICAL BENDING 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
falf$ = 15316.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
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FIGURE C-17. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE -WING INNER PANEL TORSION 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
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2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
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FIGURE C-18. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - HORIZONTAL STABILIZER VERTICAL BENDING 
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10 PERCENT CUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
falf@ = 15.316.2 
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4.54 kg AT FUSELAGE cg 
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FIGURE C-19. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - ENGINE AND WING PITCH 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
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FIGURE C-20. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE -WING FORE AND AFT BENDING 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
fa/f$ = 15316.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
4.54 kg AT FUSELAGE cg 
SCALE: l/l8 
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FIGURE C-21. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE -WING ENGINE ROLL 
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FIGURE C-22. 
10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
fa/fJI = 15316.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
4.54 kg AT FUSELAGE cg 
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LOOKING AFT 
FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - FUSELAGE SECOND VERTICAL BENDING 
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10 PERCENT I+UEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
fa/fJI = 15.316.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
4.54 kg AT FUSELAGE cg 
SCALE: 1118 
LEGEND 
--mm MODESHAPE 
M NODELINE - HS 
M NODELINE - WG 
b--d NODELINE - VS 
FREQUENCY: 32.393 MODE NO. 2175 
SYMMETRY: SYMMETRIC 
LOOKING AFT 
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FIGURE C-23. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - HIGHER WING MODE (32.393 Hz) 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
fcr/fJI = 15316.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
4.54 kg AT FUSELAGE cg 
SCALE: l/18 
LEGEND 
-m-L MODESHAPE 
M NODELINE - HS 
E-a NODELINE - WG 
M NODELINE - VS 
FREQUENCY: 42.702 MODE NO. 2176 
SYMMETRY: SYMMETRIC 
LOOKING AFT 
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FIGURE C-24. FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - HIGHER WING MODE (42.702 Hz) 
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10 PERCENT FUEL ZERO TIP WEIGHT 
fo/f$ = 15.3l6.2 
2.72 kg IN FUSELAGE BAY 2 
4.54 kg AT FUSELAGE cg 
SCALE: l/18 
LEGEND 
---a MODESHAPE 
M NODELINE - HS 
M NODELINE - WG 
M NODELINE - VS 
FREQUENCY: 43.037 MODE NO. 2177 
SYMMETRY: SYMMETRIC 
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FIGURE C-25. 
L 
LOOKING AFT 
FULL-SPAN MODE SHAPE - HORIZONTAL STABILIZER MODE 
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Table C-l 
Measured and Analytical Frequencies - Semispan Model 
ZERO PERCENT WING FUEL 
ANALYTICAL 
MEASURED FREQUENCY (Hz) FREQ. (Hz) 
1st Entry 2nd Entry 
5.3 5.2 5.2 
6.3 6.5 6.2 
12.5 12.6 12.4 
16.3 16.2 16.3 
23.1 23.1 23.3 
34.7 34.0 33.2 
42.3 42.0 42.2 
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Table C-2 
Symmetric Measured Frequencies - Full Span Model 
Outer Wing Torsion 
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II 
NO. 21 h3 
wH 
0.0 
ii53 
i:g . 0 
1:; 
0: 985E+9!: 
c. 985E too 
0,96’5F+on 
0.945i: +03 
0.9 85E+ 90 
~.g55E+OO 
0: 0 
3. !3 
I.3 
TABLE C-3 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
Q = 
0 . 3 
9.0 
0 .o 
TYET 
GENEKALIZED MA,SS= o,oa 
P SI 
~ 0.0 -3.562 E+03 
4.592 E +OO 
-0.592 Ed0 
-3.592E+!ID 
-0.592E+r)O 
-,; .;92 E+9r) 
. 
-d.a??4E+OO 
-il.f306E+30 
-0.806fi00 
-%.9’3t~E 430 
-0 .aofiE+CO 
-;.;OtE+CO 
. 
0”:: 
-oS%CE*CC 
-~3.150E+clc 
--*I. lscE+~?o 
-0.15C’tCC 
-~Il.l5~E+o(3 
-;. ~5CE+OC 
0:o 
3 .o 
0 .o 
3.0 
-0.869 E -3 1 
-0 .%69 E-0 1 
-J l 969E-111 
-0.349F-;71 
-3*Rh9E-3 1 
-;:;69E-‘)l 
0.0 
‘I * 0 
-:::7iE-91 
-il.47iE-Cl 
-3.47iGCl 
-).47iE-Cl 
-i).472E-Cl 
-3.47ZE-31 
-3,47;l!-01 
-i).47iE-01 
-7,472s’:I 
-.).47ZE-01 
--I .47ZE-01 
-3.472E-::l 
-3,47ZE-GI 
-3.47iE-171 
-1.4721:-2l 
-0,47ZF-Cl 
‘1 .o 
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TABLE C-4 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
NO. 2264 
C. 178F- C4 
O.l83E-C4 
w-C4 
o’:o 
FREG = 
AL Pti 
0.0 
THET 
GEkERAL IZEJ VA’S= 
F L 
62.78 
P SI 
8:; 
i?: c:o 
ki: 
2: 0: 13 0.85-3E +30 
0.553f?+clo 
O.R53E+oo 
0.553E+00 
0.353E+30 
E53E+Jo . 
8.; - 
0:o 
6:; 
0:o 0.0 
-1).340E+02 -0,3~7E+O2 
-!J.420E+02 -0,357E+02 
-3,447E+02 -0.357E+02 
-0.473Et02 -O.?5iE+CZ 
-0.498Et02 -0.357E+02 
-0.523E+O2 -0.357E+02 
0”:; 
-O.ICCE+Cl 
-O.lCOE+Ol 
-O.lCCE+Ol 
-C.lCCEtO1 
-O.lCCE+Ol 
-0. l:'!OE+Ol 
g’; 
0: 509E + 02 
0. ‘j27E+O2 
cl. 545E+ 02 
C, 562E + 02 
C,573C+C2 
:-5093E+02 I. 
0.0 
0.0 t?: 
-03574E+Ol 
-0.638 E+Ol 
-0.699E+31 
-0.759E+Ol 
-0.R16Et01 
-8 $69 Et01 
. 
0.0 
-:.si74E+OO 
-b::74E+CC 
-O.l74E+CC 
-O.l74E+CC 
-O.l74E+CO 
-30*~74~+co . 
0.493E+OI) 
01493E+OO 
0.4Q3E+33 
0.493E+30 
0.433EtOfl 
0.493E+J’S 
0.0 
-0.70 EE-+0 1 
-0.705E+Cl 
-3.7CEEtCl 
-\3.705E+Cl 
-G.705E+Cl 
-;.;3c5E+ol 
. 
0.0 
3.0 8:5 8-8 . $3 . c 0-C 8:: 
%7E+CL 
0: 753E+r!l 
c. 9ROE+Cl 
O.llSE+O2 
O.l4lE+O2 
c. lhZE+OL 
c. lRlE+CZ 
0.199E +0? 
0.21 SE +02 
0.229t+CZ 
0.242E + 02 
C.Z55E+C2 
0,269E+C2 
c.282F+o2 
il. 295E + 02 
0.303t + c2 
s-!: 
C:k67E+CL’ 
0. 0 0.0 
0. !335l?+33 0.54?E+gO 
0. R75E+,lO 0.5476+‘30 
0.935E+oo 0.547E+3C 
0.335E+OO 0.547E+qO 
0. ,335EtOd 0.547E +30 
o.i3355+30 0.547E+30 
0.535ff+130 0,. 547E+oo 
O.t335E+30 0.547E+OC 
c. 335:+30 0.547E+30 
c. 935f!+oo 0.547E+C)O 
O..5?5E+OO 0.547E+O0 
0.835Et.JQ 0.5475+30 
0. S35E+00 0.547Et30 
0.d3SE+30 0.547EtOO 
kP93E+01 -k?61~+3i 
0.169Etgl -O.l62E+Ol 
O.l45E+01 -O.lrSlE+Ol 
i).125E+r)l -0.162EtOl 
3.102EtOl -O.l62E+Dl 
0.79hEto3 -3,16lE+Ol 
3.604E+OO -o.l62E+Ol 
0.412E+OO -O.l62E+31 
0.246E+OO -0. I6 iE+O 1 
O.L12E+OO -O.l62E+Ol 
-0 .299 E-O 1 -O.l62E+OL 
-o.l63E+Oo -iI.l6iE+Cl 
-0.394E+OO -0. lf, lE+O 1 
-0.43BEtOO -0.16ZftOI 
-0.579 Et00 -Cl.lblt+CI 
-0.724EtOO -0,16iE+01 
ko" z:: 
-%~4E-01 
-0:5C;4E-N 
-0.564E-01 
-0.564E-Ol 
-0.564E- *II1 
-O.!f4E-01 
-0.564E-01 
-0.564f-31 
-0,5t4E-01 
-0.564E-01 
-0.564E-31 
-0.564'-Cl 
-0.564E-01 
-0. E64E- 01 
-0.564E-01 
-O0.;64E-01 
. 
i:: 
g*g 
02 
8-i . 
5.835E+30 
0. R35E+30 
S:S 
0.1 COE+:lL 
0.547!!+00 
0.547Et30 
E-;:: 
o:il 
::; 
0. ‘I 
3.lu’oF+32 
o.l00E+ol 
o.l7Of+Ol 
C. 1,3?F+31 
o.l3oE+31 
O.lOI)E to1 
C. lOi)E+.Il 
c. 133!!+31 
C. LCOE +Ol 
0.1 ox+ iI)1 
3.13:3=+01 
-0.3CiyE+o2 
-0.313!z+02 
-0.22hF+32 
-c. 131E+O.?- 
-0.36hC+Cl 
0.362E+Ol 
0.122E +02 
0.254E+C2 
0.3RhE+02 
c. 544ir + 02 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
i:: 
RR 
8:Q 
0:o 
0.0 
H:bj) 
. 
0.0 
54 :- : 
:2 
0:o 
0.585E + 02 
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NO. 2165 
H 
TABLE G5 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
GEN~WILIZElI MA,SS= 0. OR 
PSI 
0.0 0*806E+00 
0.804EtOO 
O*ROhE+O3 
0*806E+OO 
0*R06E+00 
E”” E+oo .
&2E+OO 
.592EtCO 
.SSiE+CC l 59~E+OO 
:;;ggo” 
.o g-z 0:o 
0.866 Et00 
0*866E+33 
0*866E+OO 
0.846E+OO 
O*R6hE+OO 
0.866E+OO 
0.0 
0*837E+00 
0.837EtOO 
0*437E+QQ 
0.337E+OO 
0.837E+OO 
0*937E+OO 
O*R37E+OO 
3.837E+O0 
3.837EtOO 
0.837E+OO 
0*837!+I)O 
0.837Et00 
0.8 37E+OO 
D*P3?E+3cl 
0.837E+OC) 
ij*:37E+qo 
0:o 
9.100EtOl 
0.0 
3.190 Et0 1 
0*1OOE+Ol 
0.100E+l)l 
0*100E+01 
O.lOOE+Ol 
O.l!3OE+Ol 
0*100E+01 
O.lOOE+r)l 
O.l00E+Ol 
O.l00E+01 
O.lOOE+Ol 
0.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
%eE+OO 
.5kCE+00 
.50CE+oo 
: ;o,ig+,;g 
.5CCE+CO 
9 . 
.54RE+OO 
.548E+CO 
.548E+OO 
.54flc+co 
.548EtCC 
.54eE+OO 
:5544ggg 
.54eE+oo 
.54eE+CO 
.548E+30 
.54EE+CO 
.54et300 
l 5/+8E+~30 
.548E +OO 
.548E+OO 
.o 
.o 
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TABLE C-6 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
1143 1;: 
15 - c. 
-9. 
0”: 
:: 
- 0. 
22 -C. 
23 
24 k 
$2 0”: 
1216C8 
133E-33 
;;:~-g 
14%:08 
14 =s-ca 
t?l 
00 
683E-01 
733E-01 
794E- Cl 
a7ot-OL 
952t.,-C~l 
Y3c+co 
0 
0 
6087E-32 
4 94E-03 
112E-Cl 
299f-31 
62hE - Cl 
:,“,“,“+‘E! _ 
241E+OC 
y$Eo,“8 
471E+C3 
559E+Cf-I 
654E + C3 
761F +co 
R72F+ cc 
;“‘)E+ol 
iY’)BE -01 
384E- 03 
251E-Cl 
: :!;I$ 
141i-01 
110E Y 0 1 
903E- 32 
.45?E-01 
.612E-01 
.666E-01 
.715E-0 1 
.?65E-01 
.8 14E-01 
2 
.o 
00-I: 0:o 
ki: 
0.0 
-0”: ?66E -d2 
-O.l66F-02 
-G. 167E-02 
-O.lhFiE-C)2 
-0,16SE-02 
-0,16SE-02 
kx 
-O:LME-3 
~~‘~~~~--~ 
-0:234E-b 
-0.261E-0 
-Pi73E-0 . 
20’ 
0.98h?E-02 
O.S8EE-02 
0.9PRE-02 
9.98r!E-02 
0.9efE-C2 
iweE- . 
0. c 
00::4CE-03 
0.345E-03 
0.34PE-03 
0.351E-03 
;.;;;g-g.; 
. d-- 
i:: 
o”:o” 
oo’;~~~--E& 
C:589E-it 
-0.103E-06 
-0.936E-06 
-0.2CCE-05 
-0.324E-05 
-0.4h9E-05 
-0.633E-G5 
-0.774E-05 
-5).827E-05 
%lE-02 
.8 15 E-92 
:WEg;: 
.117E-01 
.12aE-01 
0. 3 
3. 3 :: 
.o 
0 . :I OlC 
0”:: 
-0.3 34E-34 
0.562t-04 
O.l74f--0.3 
0.299E-33 
0.491lI-03 
0.74!lF-93 
0.0 
k?78E-3 
O.l9C)E-d 
0.382E -0 
p;;~-; 
0:144E% 
O.l92E-,S 
0.243E-0 
O*ZS3E-I) 
O..313E-0 
0.345E-0 
0.379E-iD 
0.413E-0 
0.446E-0 
0.466E-0 
0.473E-0 
8:: 
3.115E-C2 
g.;W~-o”$ 
O:ll<E-02 
O.l15E-02 
;.;H;~-g 
0:1Go2 
!I.lltE-02 
O.l15E-02 
O.llSE-C2 
Cp;~-;; 
0: 115E-b2 
Op;g-(I; 
. 
.o 
.884E-03 
.893E-03 
:ZFE 
.893EI03 
.8WE-03 
.P86E-33 
.883E-03 
.8P2E-03 
.883E-33 
&&-g 
:903E-03 
-9 16 E-03 
.934E-03 
,955 t-03 
0.1 ME-92 
3.148’“-02 
c. 1 R?E-02 
0.225E-02 
0.272E-02 
r),3O;)E-O2 
0.343E-02 
p:;-cl; 
0:485E-02 
J . ‘Y 
9-o 26 2: 
-0.239E-01 
i?~11E-02 -:.;4OE-C4 . 
. 
i:: 
ii:: 
3: 
0”:: 
. 
;:I 
i:: 
. 
8:8 
i$; 
. 
0,-z 
i:: 
. _I 
E 
0”:: 
0:c 8-8 
-O.l5f!E-14 -0:429E-15 
;.$52E-02 
0:4 ?4E-c3 
!J. 4 7-7E--03 
0.447E-33 
0.3 F(zc-33 
0.2 73t-C3 
O.l43E-03 
-O.l97E-03 
-0.7676-03 
-O.l12E-32 
-O.lh7E-02 
0.551E-02 
-%7E-02 
-0:157E-02 
-9.157 E-02 
-0.157 E-02 
-0.157 E-02 
-O.l57E-!I2 
-O.l57E-02 
-O.l57E-02 
-3.157 E-02 
-0.157 E-02 
-3j;~-g 
263ELOl 
44.‘3E-01 
75%Cl 
52 
53 ii:: 
5; E:i! E 
56 -0.827Fr-Cl -O:i47E-J2 
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TABLE C-7 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT,,434 kg IN BAY 47 
H2167 FRI 
ALPH 
:Q = 6.2 
THET 
0.0 
2: 
28 . 
3 GENERAL IZ ED MA;Z= 0 
O.ibE-02 
0.771E-02 
p;;]g-g; 
0:771E%2 
0.771E-02 
.Ol 
PSI 
3,5lOE-03 
0.522E-03 
0.522E-03 
0.522E- 03 
li7E-08 
Em: 
136EZ08 
139E-08 
143E-08 
0.9?.3E-02 
)3*m-oo~ 
Of166E--01 
O.l80E-01 
O.l93E-01 
82 
0”:: 
yw~-;; 
0:258E--02 
g . pf--cl$ 
0:352EI02 
0.0 
8:o” 
2: oh 
8:Q 
o:b 8 0 
1034E-01 
14RE-01 
16hE- Cl 
1 H8E-01 
213E-01 
2038E-01 
:: 
0 
143E-02 
481E- C3 
105E+OC 
12QE+31J 
155f!+cc 
lR4E+CO 
20’ RE + 3o 
-8*:43E-03 
-0:445E-03 
-0.443E-0:3 
-0*451E-03 
-0.452E-03 
-ii- ;53E-03 . 
i:: 
:.?77E 33 
O:tmE~b3 
O.l23E-02 
O.l31E-02 
O.l42E-32 
O.l62E-02 
c).198F-n2 
G.2 17E-02 
0.239E-02 
;. ; g-g 
0: 2 59E%2 
0.2 32E-32 
0.1 d6E-02 
g. ~f;?33-~~ 
Lo - 
I: +-02 
O:LL7E-03 
0.215E-03 
G.%03E-03 
C.lROE-03 
O.l42E-03 
0.976E-04 
-0*15lE-05 
-O.l64E-03 
-0.269E-03 
-0.434E-03 
-;. 23OE-03 
. 
i-g 
oh 
-0.528E-;33 
-00:126~-0 
-0.457E-0 
-0.584E’O 
IO,. y:-; 
-$;34E-0 
. 
i:: 
-::tOSE-0 
-0.264E-0 
-0.241E-0 
O.t35hE-0 
0.845E-0 
O.ZORE-0 
0*361E-3 
00*3f:EE-:: 
0:737ErO 
: %E-: 
O:l'IlEI~ 
O.I14E-0 
O.l24E-0 
0*128E-0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.lbCE-02 
O.l6CE-02 
O.l6CE-02 
0*16CE-02 
O.l6CE-02 
wcE-02 . 
0.0 - _- 
3-8 . 
-0:27SE-C3 
-0.279E-03 
-0.279E-03 
-0.27 CE-0.3 
-0.279E-03 
-0.2?9E-C3 
-0.27SE-C3 
-0.279E-03 
-0.279E-03 
-0.27SE-C3 
-!'l.i7SE-03 
-0.279E-C3 
1;. p;-g; 
-0:279E’C? 
-pg7w-c3 
. 
0.0 
'Y.lOCE+Ol 
O.l28E-04 
0.0 
8:8 
-0.78f!E-04 
-O.lSBE-03 
-0.296E-03 
-0,3elE-03 
-0.433E-03 
- 0.487E-03 
-0*515E-03 
-0.512E-OL 
-0.478E-03 
-0,42fE-03 
-0,.352E-C3 
-0. ZCOE- 03 
1;. ;;I~~-+ 
O:9eiiEz04 
;*h42E-03 . 
h;i41E-03 
-0.523 E-03 
-O.l55E-02 
-0.277E-02 
-0.439 E-02 
-0.6 17E-02 
-0.792E-02 
-0.960 E.-O2 
-O.lllE-01 
-O.l22E-01 
-O.l32E-01 
-O.l39E-91 
-O.l44E-01 
-O.l46E-01 
-O.l45E-01 
-O.l42E-01 
8::: 
0,20OE-02 
0.0 
O.l70E-03 
O.l70E-03 
;.;;H~-Cl; 
0: l.70Ez03 
;.;;;;+I; 
0:170EI03 
0.170 E-03 
O.l70E-03 
PA21E-02 . 
fO4E- 01 
ZE- ac: 
51 W--O2 
33 RF-02 
169E- 02 
162E-03 
977E- 03 
143E- c2 
69HE-03 
2.3 3E- C2 
704E- C2 
153E-01 
0 
-00’5046~-0 
-0:380E-0 
0”:8 
:*Ei 
010 
i?: 
0:o 
::t: 
0.0 
t 
9-c 
ii:: 
::“c 
E 0:c 
-0.444E-15 
FL: 
-::72CE-15 
0 
171E-Cl 
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TABLE C-8 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
NO. 21 tit-3 
-C.&E-07 
-C. 831E-07 
-C. R25E-C7 
-0.848E-37 
-0.8fOE-C7 
-0. s93E-07 
c. 0 
::: 
:%9’+CJ 
0:425i+oc 
0.514E+0i7 
0. h26E+co 
0. 754E+CC 
c. 8R3f + co 
c. 0 
c. 0 
g-8 
-0:23W+C!! 
-C,253E+CC 
-S.ZhOE+C:‘> 
-0.2hr’)E+ cc 
-C.24hE +CC 
-S,214E+ilJ 
-c. 161E+30 
-0.025E-CL 
0. R33E-32 
C. 985E- Cl 
c. 2 C4E + cc: 
0.327f+C’l 
3.46 7F+cc 
0, h2M +c’l 
c.FIooE+od 
0. 1 ~Z3C +cI)I 
;*Fj 
-~3:iB13Etc0 
?.347E- C3 
C.hllE+~‘)O 
c.443E+o!! 
0.245E+.CC 
0. h44E -01 
- c. 932f -,z?L 
-o.l92E+C’l 
-C.22hC+CC 
-0,23YE+IJ 
-0.975E-Cl 
c. 979E-Cl 
c. 4139E + 0 2 
FRElC = 
ALPH 
7.38 GEN;RPLlZED Mass= 
THE!: 
-0,273E+00 
-0.447E+OO 
-0,508EtOO 
-3,5hSE+03 
-0.621 It+00 
-:.$7AE+OO 
. 
-3.l~PE+~lc 
-3.168E+CO 
-t-I. 16PEtCO 
-o.lhFlE+r30 
-O.l68E+CO -~.pmO 
.” 
0.01 
P SI 
-3.217E-Cl 
Zg.;2’~~-;1’ 
-1:22Gm 
-cI,223E-C 1 
-;.;73E-01 
. 
nC:E 
0.2lRE 
0.29OE 
0.360” 
g*zfg 
1 
0 .o 
:*g 
1:: -0.5 t-c4 
3: -3.8 Oe7 
-0 1 -0.1 
-01 -0.1 
iJ .O 
!J .o 
0.0 
11 .o 
-32 0.9 
0”:: 0. 1 
0.0 
3,li39F-dl. 
O.l91lz-01 
O.l93iF-01 
0.195:-01 
C.l96E--0 1 
2. ;%E-i)l 
.i 
-;%E-01 
-9:44,3-31 
-0.463/+-01 
0.0 
-C .39CE-02 
-0.4CCE-02 
-0.4C6E-02 
-0.412E-C2 
-C.Jtl5E-02 
-3.416E-02 
52E-01 
95E-i)l 
:3tl E--3 1 
77E-01 
01 f+OO 
14E+@0 
23 E-02 
3.0 
!I! 
1. 
0 .o 
0-c ?I . ..J 
-0.324E-0% 
-/3.1 Y2E-02 
-3.13h’-;34 
-C. 153E-C3 
-0,311E-03 
- I). 2 99E-,l3 
3.7% 8E-03 
3.123F-1J2 
3.1:37c-32 
0. ? 93~.-02 
0.45RE-c2 
0.6 1 OE- T? 
0.713F-02 
O.l07E-01 0.292E-03 
0.13EE01 0.297E-03 
r).lC7E-Cl 0.259E-03 
O.lOFIE-01 ;A;:-;; 
!J.lCPE-Cl 
O.lC7E-(:l G67EI03 
‘;AT.l.l~+; 
. 
;A;[-;; 
. 
-0 2 
-z 
; 
0 
.945E,-02 
.107E-‘Jl 
m~-il; 
. 146C% 
•~-g 
:iGth 
.194E-01 
.204E-01 
.213E-31 
.323E-01 
.232E-Cl 
.241E-01 
.25nt-01 
3.1C7G01 
O.l!39E-01 
Cp;~-~l 
0: lO7E-:; 
O.lc)PE-01 
3.lC7E-Cl 
‘S.lCEE-Cl 
:*: 
C:876E-C3 
~.;59c-o4 
cc 
~.~~‘i’i-~~ 
0:404Go3 
;.;w;-;3 
0:37CEIO: 
O.WX-02 
0.34SE-03 
0 . 3 
0. 0 :*:: .: 
00*:3tE-C3 . 
01127:-iI1 
-‘?Lc-31 
-3.23i3F-~ll 
-c.Z.?lE-ql 
-:).18YE-a1 
-3.176p-31 
-3,76?f-02 
-!I. 155E-32 
‘i. 7 ‘r$-‘?i 
,,I 1 yb& 
3.22711-11 
i3.0 
03.: . 
0.21iE-L? 
3 .o 
-;:?27‘-OiJ 
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TABLE C-9 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
ND. 2165 
-0*5Y4E-C7 
-0.564E-d? 
-C. 58lF-07 
-0*597E-C7 
-0.613~-c7 
-!.$231:-07 
. 
FREC = 12.67 GEhERALIZED M 
4L"H THET 
2: 0 . 0 -O.&E-01 0.665E-01 -0. 
2;: 
ko" -O.S44E-Cl -0. 
0:0 -8 
;*; 
0:o .0
-O.l17E+OO ~ lOl +OO -0, . 
-$.tj34E+oo . -;. . 
*Cl 
PSI 
-o.c2s-C2 
-0.652E-02 
-0.652E-02 
-0.652E-02 
-0*652E-02 
-3.652E-02 
- -- 
::: 
0; 
oo-: 
-0: 14?E-Cl 
8-8 
-0:115E-02 
-0,14!E-Cl -O.l15E-02 
-0*147l+c1 -0.114F02 
-0*14?E-0 1 -O.l14E-C2 
-0.14?t-O1 -O.l14E-02 
-;.;4ZE-0 1 
. -w4E-02 . 
0 
343E - 
?h4[I - 
147fz+ 
249E + 
375c+ 
5]9E+ 
0 
??43E-02 
0:157E-01 
0.24RE-19 1 
0.343E-01 
0.42dt -0 1 
3.451E-31 
0.0 
_ 
0 .o 
O.l313E-01 
0.962E-02 
C3,560E-02 
0.166E-02 
-0.2lOE-02 
-2 $58 t-02 
. 
j69E-02 
5 dlE-02 
5 97F-3% 
&12E-02 
h22E-02 
:25f-32 
0. 3 
0.3 El k8 
r;%lE-01 
C:185E-O1 
i).l9OE-01 
3*196E-01 
0.204E-01 
0*21’+E-01 
O.?2’+E-01 
0.237E-01 
3.249E-01 
!1.261E-01 
i).275f-01 
11.28cI E-01 
;1.3iIhE-01 
0.32311-01 
i) .342F-3 1 
0.3h3E-01 
0 .o 
3 .o 
-g .;07!!+m 
3 1269 5-O 1 
O.Zh9E-01 
0.263E-01 
(?.269E-31 
g .m&-;; 
d&&b1 
cym;-;; 
I):LhQE-21 
0 .o 
-r).595E-02 
-0.594E-02 
-0.595E-02 
-0.594E-02 
-3.593E- 02 
$l.;;~~-Cl~ 
-3.595E-02 0:27SE--C3 
-c).5?4E-02 0.33PE-03 
-0*5F4E-02 0.403E- 03 
-O.5SEE-C2 
-0.59 ?E-02 
~A+;~--~~ 
-0.594E-02 0:57hEz03 
-Ce5<4E-G2 C.63CE-C3 
-3.5” 5E-02 O.hR5E-03 
-J. 5S4E-C2 
-;).5S5E-C2 
g. ;i 1;- g 
-;; .;9 4E-C2 
. . 
$E-o3 
. 
-wI”E-02 -kk4E-02 
-;.;h8E-‘S3 ;.; 
-0 
. 
::a 
94 ?I:- 979E - 
12 7t'+ 
17.3i+t 
72 5fI + 
2hhE+ 
292F+ 
Zh6C t 
E,“K 
5 6 !1E - 
73fii’- 
-0X57502 
-3*404E-02 
-0.114E-r)l 
-O.l2RE-01 
-O.l22E-3 1 
-0.82 7F. -0 2 
-0.720E-03 
0*107E-0 1 
0.2;?4E-31 
0.327~-01 
0.456E-0 I 
O.hlOF-Ol 
0.7dlE-91 
0.955E-01 
0.107~t00 
C#lE+00 
. 
kY92E-0 1 
3*7’),3E-O? 
+I+33 
483E-03 
17qE -c3 
4 3lE-33 
145E-02 
271f:-c2 
2 4’)~- 22 
4C3f-0.3 
125F-CL 
462C-32 
Y5-02 
0 .o 
0”:: I:*:,4h E-01 0:0 
E kS 
0 . 0 -0.9 24E-%I2 
0 .o 
;l.l12E-13 !?!04E-14 
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TABLE C-10 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
FR 
4LPH 
0.0 
::: 
0.3 
14.8.2 
TF’ET 
GEN@?ALIZfD MASS= 0.00 
25 
30 :: 
31 2 :: 
33 -0. 
34 -0. 
443 I;: 
22 8. 
46 0: 
287 2: 
4c -0. 
5c -0. 
51 2 -F? . 
P SI tw 
lS9E-- 
:z- 
l!G 
0 
0.2:3E-01 +;E-;; 
0.396E-01 8: 
pi64~~'cl~ b:262E--Cl 
0:52lE-01 
0,26iE-01 8: 
0.262E-01 0. 
x61E-01 . 
3,26iE-01 8. 
0 .o . 
k.! 
0”::: 0.0 
8:: 0.0 
-Kw-d3 
-0: 755E-03 
- 0’. 7 b4E -03 
-0. allE-03 
-0.829E-03 
-E35E-03 . 
2: 
0.933E-02 
0.292E-01 
0.5lab01 
0.767E-01 
0.969E-01 
~-~osc*oo . 
::44E-02 
.S4 4E-02 
.544E-02 
. S44E-02 
:;::;I;$ 
0.216E-03 
0.22SE-03 
0.228E-03 
l o_ 
8:: 8:8 
.U .c 
::hCE-03 
.56CE-03 
.56CE-03 
%EZ 
.561E-03 
.56CE-33 
.S6CE-03 
.56CE-03 
.Sh CE-03 
.560E-03 
.56CE-03 
.C 
:=i 
O:lME-04 
0,92lE-OS 
O.Q34E-OS 
0.256E-OS 
-0.23SE-OS 
-0.739E-OS 
-O.llBE-04 
-0. LSSE-04 
-O.leSE-C4 
-0.210E-04 
-0.22cE-04 
-0.235E-04 
-0.241E-04 
-0.242E-04 
-0.231E-04 
-8=0235E-04 . 
-:* 9078E-04 
0: 14.3f-03 
0.454E-03 
O.S42E-03 
d.658E-03 
0.769E-03 
I). 979E-03 
0.996E-03 
0.782~~33 
0.5 92E-03 
0.416E-03 
0.0 
#4E-02 
0:642E-03 
0.622E-03 
0.536E-03 
0,3RlF-03 
0.14.3t-03 
-0.1 LOE-03 
-cI.44RC-03 
-C. 810E-03 
-0.946E-03 
-O-103+02 
-E54E-03 . 
0.0 
O.l54E-!I4 
0,24LE-0.3 
0.552E-03 
0.765E-03 
O.Q’)OE-03 
O.a28E-03 
0.498E-03 
-O.l36E-03 
-0.866E-03 
-O.l55E-02 
-0.244E-02 
-0.3SSE-02 
-0.48x-02 
-0.61 lE-02 
-O.h98E-02 
-i?;27E-02 . 
k%lE-03 
00-309aE-04 . 
to" 
iE 
0:o 
0.0 
-tz32E-02 
-0.128'+02 
-(J.l24E-02 
-O.l23E-02 
-O.l23E-02 
-O.l24E-02 
-O.l28E-02 
-0.133 E-02 
-O.l3RE-02 
-O.l42E-32 
-0.149 E-02 
-O.l53E-02 
-O.l59E-02 
-0. L65E-32 
-0.171E-02 
-00=h78E-02 . 
k:40E-02 
-00’0R47E-03 
-0 :847~-03 
-0.847E-03 
-0 ,!347 E-03 
-0.847 E-O 3 
-0.847E-03 
-0.847 E-03 
-0.847E-03 
-0,847E-03 
-;. yE’-(3; 
. 
:!I FE-03 
.3;34E-04 
53 0.3 
54 0.0 0.0 
552 - 6: ;.3sE-~x -8: ?71E-02 ::: IS%6 E;-‘)2 -:%8E-14 -:::35E-14 
176 
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TABLE C-l 1 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
217 
1?5E- 
~$g- 
133G 
137E- 
i!140E- 
FR 
ALPH 
0”:: 
8:: 
EC3 = 16.5 
THET 
4:: 
tk; 
E?l 
0.0 
7 G sEN;RALIL ED MASS= 0 . 100 
PSI 
0.2CCE-02 
0.214E-02 
0.214E-02 
~.~m~--ll~ 
0:214E--02 
0.0 
OlO 
8:: 
0.36OE-03 
0.385E-03 
-OhE-02 
-O.?4CE-02 
-0.74GE-02 
-0.740E-02 
-0,74CE-02 
-oo*~4cE-02 . 
i?: 
0:o 
0.26X-03 
0.264E-03 
g.;$j g-g; 
0:26X-03 
~*~63E-03 . 
% 
-:* ;371+02 
-0:17ai-02 
-0.1 WE-02 
-O.l94E-W 
-0.2 00E-32 
Cl -g.; C2F-02 
. 
-?:29E-0 
0: La8E-0 
pl4l~-; 
Oh66EIO 
0.952E-0 
0.0 
0.3 
-777 E-02 
:8 
:: 
3.0 
0.0 0.0 
01 ::;04E-!S3 
ii: 
O.l96E-02 
0. .372E-02 
01 
Ki 
;.,2W~-;g 
-0:17X--02 
00 -0.426E-02 
:: -0. - .707E-02 :J6 E-02 
0 0 -0.956E-02 
00: -0*103E-01 
-O.Q07E-02 
01 -O.b9OF-02 
Es 
-O-29.7’?-a2 
C-1 59E-C2 
01 0.552E-d2 
-3.18 lE-03 
-O.l81E-03 
-0.18 4E-03 
-O.l82E-03 
-O.lRiE-03 
-O.l84E-03 
1;. y&cl; 
-0:18iE-03 
-O.l83E-03 
-0.18 lE-C3 
-0.lR4E-03 
-00-A82E-03 
0:o 
O.llEIE-01 
0.36cE-C3 
iii:: 
k:23E-04 
0.28SE-04 
-0,25CE-OS 
-0,90C?E-05 
-O.lSSE-C4 
-0,35lE-04 
-O.S34E-04 
-0.762E-04 
-O.lCOE-03 
-O.l24E- 03 
-O.l49E-03 
-O.l75E-03 
-0.203E-03 
-0.232E-03 
-0.25SE-03 
-0.263E-03 
433E- 
156E- 
22 SC- 
75OE- 
152L’+ 
23hE+ 
307Et 
<;g; 
32OE+ 
:;::I 
541E- 
3h1047;: 
lOOtT-+ 
0 
i!82E- 
IhRE- 
4?39E- 
22 7E- 
$yg- 
473EI 
513E- 
47LC- 
4246- 
:yg-- 
102EZ 
0 
iii 
0 
183F- 
i&52 E-02 
-449 E-02 
.464E-02 
,486 E-02 
.511E-02 
.5 39 E-32 
.572E-02 
:W-0022 
.7 LO E-02 
.770E-02 
-84 lE-02 
0.0 0.0 
i: g39eo1 
c:3 aOF- 
0.367E-02 
0.318E-32 
C.L32E-02 
0.1 C5E-c2 
- 3.239E-03 
-0.621E-03 
-0.545E-C3 
-0.7OOE-03 
-O.l48E-02 
-:.$03E-02 
. 
-k:97E-0 
-oo.~Oa E-o 
0:o 
k8 
8-8 
0:o 
0”:8 
::46 E-01 
:Y81~-02 
.181E-02 
-18 1 E-02 
.lfilE-02 
.181E-02 
:EKtE 
.181E--02 
.181E-02 
.181E-02 
.20LE-02 .o 
:o” 
.o J 
.116E,-‘)l 
177 
2172 
&E- 03 
53 iJf-31? 
54hE- c9 
FiSlF-03 
575f-CP 
53!E - CR 
9 
r) 
0 
‘26X’- ~3.2 
2H9t:-CL 
1~72E-CZ 
472C-03 
15X-02 
369E-02 
1: 
0 
0 
466E- 02 
51 9E- c2 
644E - 02 
72 75 ‘- 03 
209F -31 
291f -CL 
5h?E-i21 
0 
3 
213t- 12 
53 5f- c4 
701F- 02 
?4LF- cd? 
257” -0z 
52 3E- 02 
73 7f-:-02 
69dF-02 
4 7:3c- C% 
934E-03 
496F -CZ 
7iQE- CT 
207c!-02 
TABLE C-12 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 4j 
F!?ET: = 23.oq 
4L FYI THET 
GENERALIZED MASS= 0.00 
0.0 -O.l62E-01 
-0.208 E-O L 
O,lh+31 
PSI 
-0.5(36E- 03 
0”::: 
O.I77E-Cl -0.. 554E-03 
-0.224E-01 O,177E-Cl -0,5SSE-03 
0.0 -0.239E-01 ‘I. 177E-Cl - 0, 5sSE- 03 
0.0 -0.255E-01 O.l77E-Cl -0,5SSE-03 
0-o -0.270E-01 
0.0 0.0 07-l? 
:-i77E-01 
. 02 
-i?l?SE-03 
0:o 
0”: h=- 13 
0.367F-133 
o.:,cw-0.3 
0.439E-03 
0.4&E-\33 
C,474f-03 
o-3 
il. 3 
-0. .3’31:-33 
-0.5Ll6E-03 
-0;312t-03 
-:I. 106C--02 
-O.l30E-02 
-il. 167E-02 
-3.2 lh;7-02 
-0.2 76E-02 
-0.34F-02 
-D,365F-02 
-13.4ChE-02 
-0.3 97E-07 
-3.37x-02 
-C. 31li-32 
-O.ZQZE-02 
-3.191E-32 
3. 3 
D . 3 
‘I. -‘h9C-J3 z* 2 7hF-0.3 
G37E-33 
0.513!=-33 
c.:312t-0:3 
0. ?23E-34 
-0,217F-03 
-0.385E-03 
-1I,467F-03 
-3,4275-03 
c, 5.2 x-34 
0.4 59t -03 
I. ? 
‘3. il 
U.?56C-0 
-0.66lE-0 
-O.I45E-0 
-0.2365-0 
-0,21”,E--O 
-O.l73E-3 
; 0.503E-01 
0,131E+00 
5 3.189EtOO 
2 ?.260E+OO 
2 0,33lE+oo 
: 0 l 478E+OO 01 00 
2 0:564E+00 
; 3 .h59 E+90 
0.762E+OO 
: o-872t+oo 0. LO3 E+O 1 
-;, ;2 10 E-T) 1 
-3.213E-01 
-3,210E-01 
-0.2LOE-01 
-0.21OE-01 
-0,2lOE-01 
-0.2lOE-01 
-0.210E-01 
-0.210E-01 
p;;~-;f 
. -’ A 
0’:: 
gi; 
OZlliE-Cl 
Cp;~-g 
0: 117& 
O.l17E-01 
:I. L17E-01 
i3.117E-Cl 
d.l17E-01 
3.117E-01 
O.l17E-Cl 
3.117E-01 
p;;;;-g 
0:117’F_~o1 
d.117E-OL 
;.;17f-m 
0 . -0 
-0,5LhF?-31 
-; .;51-E-04 
‘1:G 
0 .o 
3E-03 
SE-C3 
4E-C3 
5E- 01 
178 
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TABLE C-13 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
NI’I . 2173 
l-l 
FREG = 23.24 G 
ALPY THET 
0. 3 0.0 ;:o" 1; 
Fj.8 
0:o 
ii-,0 
0:o 
I"0 
-9 
TRAL IZ E 
.145E-r)l 
.214E-01 
.238E-01 
.261E-01 
.283E-01 
0 Mass= 0.01 
P SI 
.775E-03 
.BSCE-C3 
:gW~-o"; 
.8SC&3 
:HSOE-03 
0.h-01 -0 
O.lBCE-Cl -0 
O.lPCE-Cl -0 
cl.lSCF-01 -0 
O.lRGE-01 -0 
O.lROE-01 
0.0 -0c 
0 .o 
0.0 ii 
‘cl . 0 
O.lOlE-Cl -8 
;-:9:~-g; I.$ 
0:&E-Cl -0 
0. LO lE-01 -0 
‘:. $OlE-01 -; 
. 
0 . 0 
LE 
1).9$9E-02 
0.999E-02 
Q.SS<E-C2 
;.W~-Cg 
'GSSF-OL? 
2 .;w;~--g$ 
3:999go7 
3.999E-02 
‘) .99$E-02 
‘3.999F02 
‘3.9sSE-02 
0.9=i$E-32 
3.99$E-O? 
0 .SSCE-C2 
0 . II 
iI . c 
‘3.53EEtcC 
0.123E-.33 
0”:: 
0.2’3: 3f- 38 
g2Z~g-g 
0:27lE-3;3 
0.2?8E--C8 
0.285E-09 
0":: 
::-: 
0:0 
00-00 
0:2955-O 
0.267E-0 
0.299E-0 
0.3R9F-0 
0.478E-9 
0.510E-0 
0.0 
-$i306E-01 
0: 
9.0 
. 0 - -
2 .O 
.252E-C3 
.453E-03 
: '7y;trg 
.q7W&-Cl~ 
:c -- 
0.0 
-8.4uOlF-02 
-0:3Ni-c2 
-0.2114E-02 
-O.dhd~-03 
9.572E-C3 
0.203E-02 
c.3 
c. ‘3 
s:i: 
-0.73aii-CL 
-0.19%-0: 
-0.335E-Cl 
-0.439E-01 
-c. 47.8F-01 
-C.l34E-01 
C.zG~~E-Cl 
0.9h7E-01 
o.l37E+03 
0.167E+c!L7 
0.1'4Etc~ 
C.144E +I211 
0.661'-01 
-O.h3qF-01 
-O.Z3tiE+OO 
-c?.454E+CO 
9. 0 
0. 0 
0.5i35F-33 
:).635E-O3 
O.h78F-03 
0.762F--03 
O.i3ChE-93 
;.y411-01 
. 
:-Fi 
-3:163E-01 
-O.l76E-01 
-O.l94E-01 
-0.217E-01 
-0.241E-01 
-g.;66E-31 
. 
0”:: 3 .o 0.0 
-:::5lE-02 
‘0 .o 
-0.13i.lE-01 
-0.32hE-92 -0.163E-02 
-0.337'-32 0.162E-01 
-O.L78E-02 0.397E-01 
0.393E-02 0.763E-01 
0.971E-32 O.l25E+00 
O.lhlE-01 O.L8lE+OO 
O.l95E-01 3 . 2 5 \3 E + 90 
0.15-~c-31 0.321E+OJ 
O.F163E-02 9.390E+'lJ 
-0.:379E-02 0.468E+90 
0.354E-0i 
-r3.217E-:^)l 0.555E+ccl 
-0.425E-31 D.651E+:Iq 
C.27JE-31 -cI.h37E-01 0.756E+oo 
O.l82F-01 -@.77LE-31 3 .RhsE+o3 
r).l25E-91 
0 i !-I 
-o.alzF-0 I 
0.3 
g .px+m 
0. 3 0.9 il 10 
-I]. 2i)t)E-:)l -O.h33!=t3(! -9.182E-01 
O..l -3.363E43 0.0 ~~ 
9.0 
0.125E-02 
03-341E-02 .524 -C
3.74EE-C2 
g';~$-g; 
0:182&l 
0.225E-01 
3.265E-01 
O.Z!CZE-Cl 
pm~-;; 
c411&1 
0.44.?E-31 
0.477iI-01 
n.4EtE-Cl 
41 0.461F-OT: -1).4hlE-33 
42 3.14hF-C)Y! 
43 -0.195E-C2 
-0.183E-01 
-O.l83E-31 
-0.193t-01 
-O,ld3E-31 
-D.l93E-01 
-0.183E-01 
-O.l83E-01 
-x1.183 E-01 
-3.193 E-01 
-O.?83E-01 
-$$95E-31 
. 
0.0 
i:i 
0:o 
0-c 
5-g 
0:o 
3.0 
0. 0 
0.c 
54 c. 3 
55 0. 0 
3. i 
0.0 
56 G.l82E-SZ 0.727E-rl)3 0. 9 -..J.23?E-~.?l -3.12?E-13 -0*?34f-I.4 
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TABLE C-14 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
‘0. 2174 
H ALPHFREQ = 
28.69 
THET 
0. 3 
0.0 20” 
GEbERALIZED MASS= 0 .Ol 
PSI 
;.wg-f2; 
0:53REIOl 
0.53@E-01 
0.53RF-01 
0.53RE-01 
0.2h01 
!I,443E+OO 
0.591E+OO 
0 .?27E+00 
0,86.3E+OO 
kxOOE+ol 0:o 
::o” -g a$~-;; 
0:749ELOL 
O.l19E+OO 
O.l64E+OO ; .;06 300 
. 
-o.&EEtOO 
-0.30 5E+OO 
-0,3C5E+3C 
-0.305lE+cc 
-0.30 fE+CO 
-0.3C5E+CO 
0.369E-06 
0.404E-Oh 
0.417E- 05 
0.42 8F-06 
0.4.39E- Ch 
00-4052E-ob . 
0”:: 
0.0 
O.R62E-01 
0.34OE -01 
O.l22E-01 
0.224E- 01 
0.642E -Cl 
0,124E+00 
c. 0 
o”:o” 
SllE-Cl 
0:711E-02 
8:: 
82 
0.0 
POD oh 
pa$-ol 
- 0: 624;:;i 
-0.653E-01 
-0.71 OE-01 
8.; 
0:0 
o”:o” 
Es 
-o:le3E-O1 
-O.l05E-01 
-0,183E,32 
0.800E-02 
O.l70E-0 1 
0.212E-3 1 
0.0 
0”:; 
0”:: ::t 
:-: 
0:910E-02 
O.lCqE-01 
O.l22E-01 
O.l32E-Cl 
O.l39E-01 
O.l42E-01 
iii-8 
0:o 
-:.?lRE-02 
-0: R87E-03 
i-i 
-0:149E-01 
-0.149E-01 
-O.l4SE-Cl 
-O.l4SE-C 1 
-O.l49E-01 
-~-~4qE-31 . 
-07 .:94E-02 
-0:9CCE-C2 
14hE-01 
15x-01 
;;g-g 
145GOl 
138E-01 
104E-01 
722F-02 
3 50E -02 
394E-02 
515E-02 
01 -O.lVE-01 
O.l23E-01 
0.802E-02 
-0.217E-03 
-O.l12E-01 
-0.217E-OL 
-0.282E-01 
-0,278E-al 
-0.222E-0 1 
-g.W&-Cl; 
0:414E%l 
0.783E-01 
0,1’38E+OO 
0.119Et00 
0.0 
O.l41E-01 
O.l24E-01 
O.llhE-01 
O.l22E-01 
O.l44E-01 
O.l81E-01 
; .;;m~-g; 
0:330E--01 
;.4”m~-f3: 
O:564E-01 
0.661E-01 
0.778E-01 
0”:: 
-0.89 -0.90 4E-02 2E-02 
4E-32 
E-E 
CE-02 
CE-G2 
4E-02 
7E- 02 
3E- c2 
EE-02 
PE-02 
4th02 
GE-02 
-O.eC5E-03 
-0,36lF-03 
-0.7sm-05 
0.4CiE-07 
O.!329E-03 
O.l3OE-02 
O.l7tE-02 
0.216E-02 
0.426E-02 
0.0 
5024- 
R92E- 
lOhE+ 
m- 
534E- 
143E + 
204E+ 
245E+ 
g;‘,;z 
353E- 
195E+ 
504E+ 
-8 
352E + 
39lE+ 
27X+ 
lO'+E+ 
ytt;; 
553Et 
10X+ 
0.0 0.0 
-0.328E-02 O.l08E-r>l 
g.;UOE-03 9.0 
0:o 
-O-374&01 
-0.374E-01 
8:: -0.374E-01 
-0.374E-OJ. 
0.0 -0.374E-01 ;:i -0.3746-01 
-0.374E-01 
Cl:!, -0.374E-01 -0.374E-01 
0.0 -0.374E-01 
0.0 0.355E-01 
0.33hE-02 
-;:$6S-03 
i) .o 
?X . 
E!i 
:-oc 
LO 
2-g . 
8-i! 
.OZC 
-:::29E-12 
O.l7SE-C2 
i-E . 0 3 3 -i%4LI-01 
01 -c:35.3+c1 
-0.264E-01 
it -3.129E-31 
g ;. y:-;; 
0 0 3:2<7E-01 
Cl; 0.292E-Dl 
O.L25E-31 
ii; 
-O.l56E-01 
-0.547F-01 
0”:: 0 ,o 0.0 ::o” 0 .o 0 .o 0.0 0.213E’30 -0.349E- 13 
180 
$. ;;:g- 
0: hOhE: 
ii-2 
0:o 
- k 2ofi 3E- 
1;. ;;n$ 
- 0: 7r)& 
-0.224E- 
c. 215!!- 
ii*,: 
2: i3 
-??51c- 
OklE- 
0.14wt 
-O.l47E+ 
-0.31x+ 
- 0.446/f+ 
3~9x+ .413E + 
- g. yz?; 1 
0: 1 :IlF+ 
0. 0 
TABLE Cl5 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY’47 
FR 
ALPH 
0 
0 
3 
0 
8 
0 
lRdE-02 
339E-02 
y~-ilg 
135EIOl 
103E-01 
h2OE-1’12 
fn~-;f 
? 45E-01 
i378E -3i 
401t-Ill 
‘;EE-:: 
2 5OE-01 
216E-01 
0 
EC = 32 -34 0.00 
T p E:T 
GENFRALIZED +lA;S= 
??z 
-0.255E-02 0.657E-01 -0. 
. -0.781E-01 -0. 
-O.lOSE+OCi 
1).651E-01 
0.651E-Cl -0. 
-O.l30E+OO 0.65 IE-01 -0. 
-O.l55E+OO 
-0,180E+30 ~.~~~~-~~ . - 1;. . 
E 0.0 
OhhE- -:::49E-02 
O.l99E-32 -O.lORE-01 
~.MM~-~$ -O.l96E-01 
-0.295E-01 
0: 147E-02 -0.399E-01 
;:.;42E-02 
. -E99E-01 . 
0 
oc 
j93E- 02 
354E--02 
39 3E-02 
-- _ 2: :: & 3E- 01 0.0 0;o 
0. h 07E-32 -k?37E-01 0.390E-01 :::4PE-31 
2: - 0.432E- 02 0. 0 0.279E-02 0.0 -3.944E-03 
c. 509E-01 -0*614il-oil 0.0 0.749E-03 0-C 
4423 -0.317F-01 c. 974E- 02 -0.555E-02 1403E-32 0.0 0.749E-03 0.0 3  C 
z 
-0,575E-Cl -O.l8lF-32 0.0 0.749E-03 0-c 
-0.61x!-Cl c. 857F-03 0.0 ‘1.749 E-03 0.0 
2’; -0,443E-01 
z;-g;cFIg; 9&-0’ 
O.hCSE-03 0.271E-32 0.0 0.749E-03  E-03 0.0 -c
48 
-O.lXF+CJ  0: 
-O.:323E-32 0 . 0 0.749E-0.3 0.0 
2: -0.372E-02 0.23.3E-07 0.0 0.749E-03  E-03 ;.i 
2; O.l43E-C2 C.947E-d2 :.I: -0.115E-01 d:C 
8:: 
ICI. n l 0.0 
53 
54 ii-; 
;;: P 8:1: 0 . c 
;; K43hE-01 
0.3 
0”:: 
:I .o z-i 
4.\3i)9E-,3? 23 -W2F-91 0:32 fl’+ 14 
1:: . 
-!::72E-02 
-0.23OE-02 
-0.27CE-C2 
-0.3C3E-02 
-0.325E-02 
-;.;?2E-C2 
010 
::ii 
-O.l72E-03 
-O.l25E-03 
-0.462E-04 
-O.l82E- 03 
-0.361E-03 
-0.543E-03 
-0.7C5E-03 
-O.e52E-03 
-O.S63E-C3 
-O.l04E-02 
-O.lCSE-02 
-O.llZE-C2 
-O.l14E-02 
-O.l14E-02 
-O.l12E-C2 
-g.;llE-02 
. 
+5E-02 
. 
0”:: 
i-: . 
0.0 
0.98SE-15 
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TABLE C-16 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
hO. 2176 
0.4L-c7 
0, 524E-07 
0*54rlE-07 
0.554E- C? 
Fi; 
ALPH 
Eq .= 42.7i: 
THET 
0.0 
3.0 
:;ENERALIZ 
-0.91’IE-03 
-r).706E-0 1 
-0.967 E-O 1 
-0,121E+i10 
-3,145E+OO 
-o.l63E+00 
0 .o 
0.0 
Ed ijtASS= 0 . ‘29 
PSI 
-0.629E-02 
- 3.949E- 02 
-O.S4SE-C2 
-:::3tE-02 
-0.949E-02 
-0.949E-02 
-i?z4SE-C2 . 0.0 
200 
9:216E-03 
0.45SE-03 
;.$X~-g 
Oh6CE--03 
0.894E-0.3 
0.0 
2: 
-00-~46~-03 
-iI:177eE:-o3 
-0.315E-03 
-0.223F03 
-O.l2iE-03 
-0.522E-04 
-,3.296E-04 
-0.656E-C4 
-0.15RE-03 
-,3.282E- 03 
-0.45iE-03 
-0,66lt-03 
-0.9OW-03 
-O.l2CE-02 
-9.145E-02 
-?h55E-02 . 
0.3:iE-ol 
3.3SCE-Cl 
0.300E-01 
13.300E-01 
3,3?CF-OL 
0,30CE-01 
0 . 0 
0,56X-07 
0.5i34:-c7 
c. 3 
‘I. c 
0. 0 
-E26E-53 
.-9.533FO3 
-0,819E-i)3 
-O.llhE-!)2 
-:I. I 45F-:12 
-0*165E-02 
0.3 
0 . 0 
-O.l9’)E-02 
-0.31oE-rIZ 
0.5FllE-05 
O.&53E-02 
I).187?-~?1 
3.235t-0 1 
0.0 
0 .o 
0 .o 
O,l42E-02 
0 .267E-~‘32 
0.459E-i)2 
CpyF-g 
r):12zo1 
0 .o 
0.0 
0 -0 
0.57 2t- 02 
J,57.?E-C2 
'>.57iE-fl2 
:).57.X-02 
i3.57iE-C2 
!1,57iE-02 
0 l 0 
?.O 
0 . 0 
3 .o 
0 .o 
0.c 
0.9 
:::3lE-02 
0. 0 
-I)* 11 ‘$E-02 
-O.51DE-02 
-O.l17E-01 
-O*lhnE-Ol 
-J,??lE-01 
-3.235E-!31 
-0.213E-r)l 
-0.135E-Ol 
-0, h33E-02 
-O.l6OE-02 
-0.2hS-02 
-il. 426E-02 
r3.52!3E-02 
~*m;,-~~ 
o:67&9: 
0. 9 
;::54w 
0 .o 
; A~;~-;$ 
0:493E-b 
-; .,;41 E-l)1 
0.424E-02 
9,3R~F-02 
0.377E-~‘32 
cj:;shE-oZ 
i1-363E-02 
0.332E-02 
3.2ROF02 
1).196/Z-02 
O.l9i)E-02 
Cl,567E-93 
-O.l35f-02 
r),L9hE-02 
-0.390 E-02 
-0.7 17 ~-02 
-g .lpE-01 
. 
0 . 0 
-0.632%02 
--1).633E-02 
0 . 0 
-O.f:3iE-02 
-Q.l4X-31 
-‘>.633E-i)2 
-0 .f?34E-02 
-!).67iE-'32 
--~1,h33f+02 
3,58eE-C3 
-I) .h? 3E-02 
0.c 
-0.63iE-02 
-3.c134E-,32 
0.0 
-i).633E-C2 
-O.t34E-02 
9-C 
-0.633E-02 
-0.63;6-02 
-3.63~6-32 
-g.;??E-52 
. 
Lo u 
,3,134F-O1 
-0.142E-02 
- 0.34 ;c- ;s1 
- ~7. SRl.F- 31 
-c. 16!‘jis+oc 
-3.25sEt’:C 
-3,34wtc!I 
-C.403Etcl:: 
-0.42qE+ZC 
-0.437c+c3 
- 0,44J~+C(: 
-r).451c+cc 
-0.452c+o3 
-0*41”i~+ci 
-0.3i~K+CC 
-9,143f+il3 
0”:;: 
- O.l”3L -01 
O,2hH:-o.? 
0.34lC-CL 
0.3Oli-f-ci 
- ,?. 251E- 01 
-3.374E-Cl 
- c. 105E- Cl 
- 3.76 I?E- 32 
C.llci,t-Ol 
c. 1 q5lI- Cl 
-o.lqRE-31 
-C,42Ot-cL 
- :?* 3 ‘;$I{- c;l 
c. 3 
if .o 
3.0 
-:I l r43F_-91 
0.0 
‘1.0 
0 . r: 
‘I .o 
3.. 0 
O.l04E-12 
0.0 
E Lo O.@ 
i:o” 0.0 0.0 ;*z 0:o 
oo*: 
0:29X-13 
-3.4 ?‘,E-31 
3. 3 
-c.4 7(,F-0’ 
.4 ~W3l2’ 
%?4lE-32 
--C.3 9OE-:s3 
il.1 75E-c)2 
J.23”-;$ 
3.145E- 
-0.14 K-C7 
-3.7552-32 
-3. ;,15E-04 
-O.l74E-02 
J . 0 
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TABLE C-17 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
NO. 2177 
-0*&E-07 
-3.184F-D7 
-o.LRqE-C7 
-O.l94E-0.7 
-C. lQQF,-37 
-0.205E-C7 
8 
0:3 
a. a 
O.lbQE+‘)‘J 
C*281E+CO 
0.357F.+cc 
0.27lf+03 
-0.654E-CL 
-0.567E+C’) 
!*;3 . 
:-iii 
-0:~14F-c7 
-0.r37lE-CL 
-0.11 Rif-01 
-0*133F-CL 
-0.12x-01 
-J). 135t-0’ 
- 0.1 Sh!- -0i 
-3.31 %I- Cl 
-0.5 IlE-31 
- 0. h.39F-(!l 
-0.577E-Cl 
-0.133Et 23 
-C.1%3!+33 
-3. r353c-Cl 
-(2.33x-01 
YF - O1 . 6. 
0. 3 
- 0.51 GE- 37 
0,3:12i! - 03 
-c. 13’3E-01 
-0. L07E-02 
O.l05F--Cl 
0.15 7E- Cl 
O.l34F- 01 
0.49-v-02 
-0.27hE--C2 
-O.~781L!-O2 
-0..3?47-I=? 
FG 
4LPl-l 
: 
0 
FC = 43.04 
THET 
0.0 
3 . 0 
0 .h!%E-01 
9.448EtOO 
0.594EtOO 
0,730E+00 
1).865E+OO 
o.l03E+i)l 
0.333i-01 
0.533E-01 
0.533E-01 
0.533E- Cl 
0,53?E-01 
0.533E-01 
8:5: 
0.27lE 
0131hE 
9.508E 
-CI.h14E 
-0.14 1E 
3. :79E 
0: 9 
-3 1 
-cl 1 
-92 
-3 1 
t30 
+oc 
-0.47.3E-r)2 -3.32 
-0.674E-01 -0.32 
-0,15hE+r30 -0.32 
-,3.263E+00 -0.32 
I; .39L E+r)O -3.32 
.496 E+OO -9.32 
:;-g; -3.123E-01 
GJ 1 
-0.218E-01 
w-oi 
-O.?04E-Cl 
-0.333F-Cl 
SE% 
-0.37?E-Cl 
-g.p-Cl 
0:o 
i) . 0 
0.‘) 
t&C2 0.341E-c4 
;;-;2’ -0,97RE-05 
u-02 
-0.464E-04 
-3.264E-04 
6E-03 r).L71E-C4 
6E- 02 O.R55E-a4 
tE-C2 O.l74F-03 
fE-02 0.2SZE-03 
6F-02 0.422F- 03 
tE-C2 C.5SOE-03 
EE-02 3.hSlE-03 
CE-07 o.n41t-03 
tC- 02 O.lCCF-02 
6E-C2 
bE-02 
O.ll$E-CC2 
bE-32 ()3*;;;;:;; 
Ok 
13 
20 
21 
22 
23 
52 
26 
27 
fs 
c 
2 
2: 
35 
oO:oO 
-0.79f,F- 
-0,7O?F 
-O.hRTE 
-iI: :L$ 
-0.634E 
-i.).253E 
-0.523E 
-0.725E 
$J;P$~ 
-0:/+54c 
0.2 3,): 
I). I.515 
0 . 2 7 0 E 
3.32lE 
0.0 
. CI 
.4 Id c-02 
.407E-0 
.419E-02 
.4.33:-32 
.436 E-02 
-41 IE-02 
.373E-02 
#.294E-02 
.L3LE-02 
.7 30 E-0 3 
.7i36E-03 
.264E-O? 
.rt%J c-0 3 
: :;z F-g; 
I--. l li+T&Ji 
.O 
.s 
.cj3:3F:-3% - CE-32 -i).Y?W-03 
SE-O’4 Ok- 
-03 
-0 3 - 0 
*22QE-i3? 
.2 2’2 E-02 
.2 2’? E-02 
.223E--02 
.229E-,33 
.223 E-r)2 
.229 E-02 
.229E-02 
.22Y E-02 
.22”E-02 
.54’3E-:I2 
:3 .o 0 . 0 
u.0 0 . 0 
‘1 .o ;) . c 
O:372E-31 --.I. 11 
0”:: -- - 
CIC-11 -::&z?E-l2 
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TABLE C-18 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
NO. 2178 
-0.&f-06 
- 0.36RE-06 
-C.379E-06 
-0,39DE-06 
-0.43OE-C6 
- :* 7 OE- Ch . 
ii:: 
S93E-Cl 
O:llOE+O3 
O.l35E+OO 
O.l1OF+03 
FREC = 
ALPH 
: 46.9 
THE? 
: 
. 0 0 
? SI 
;.~;f~-g; 
O:lRlE-01 
0,19lE-01 
O.lelE-Cl 
O.l81E-01 
0.0 
L 
0 
I: 
8 
0 
00 
117E-0 
;;94:-00 
%IOE--0 
493E-0 
ti36E-0 
-oO-lo9F-o1 
-0:497&01 
-0).911E-01 
-0.144!+~30 
-O.l97E+OO 
-;.$29E+OO 
.’ 
E-O 1 
E-01 
j:p,8 
E+00 -a:18 
E+OO -0.18 
E+OO -0’. 18 
E+OO -0.18 
0.c 
0.0 
p;:-;; 
f3:360E-01 
0.441E-01 
;.;;z:-Cg 
0:o - 
lE-01 
El 
lE-Cl 
IE-01 
lE-Cl 
-O.S4lE-02 
-;.:83E+00 
. 
2: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-O 
0.528E-03 
O.l17E-02 
0.2C8E-02 
0.313E-02 
o.41eE-02 
0.53CE-02 
O,663E-02 
O..!!ClE-C2 
O.qSOE-02 
0.107E- 01 
O.llLE-Cl 
20" 
w1E-02 
0:o 
ii:: 
-X9895E-01 -;* 
-0:16X+00 -0: 
-O.l9C)E+O7 -0. 
-fp~'cl~ -0. 
0:23 Xi 33 8: 
0.382E+CO 0. 
0.3’4E+OO 0. 
O.l81E+O~1 0. 
- 0.826E- 01 0. 
-0.388E+00 0. 
-0.648E+OJ 0. 
-0.74w+o’) 0. 
-0.545E+OC ;. 
0.499E-01 . 
g.$OOE+Cl 
. 0": 
- g-5089~ -01 
0: 244i% 02 
-g: 
-0.335E+OO :: 
-O.ll/+E-Of 0. 
0.268E+CO 0. 
0.378E+r30 
0.303r+o3 4: 
O.l03fJ+ 00 -0. 
- C.423E-01 -0. 
-O.?38E-01 z. 
0.526E-Cl 
0.17x +oc 0: 
0.307E--1 -0. 
c”:: i? . 
$ 
195E-01 
203E-01 
17LE-31 
X% 
2HlF101 
498E-01 
664E-nl 
'hlHf-!I1 
51hE-01 
m:-[3; 
hl4EG 
103E+30 
165E+I)O 
2 17p+oo 
9 
0 
1525-01 
4099c-01 
414E-i)l 
231E-01 
234E-02 
169E-0 1 
-oo.P49E-0 1 
-0:123E-01 
O.lhhE-32 
0.254E-01 
0.504E-0 1 
0.552E-01 
3.26.3E-0 1 
-0.355E-01 
-0.923E-01 
-0,121E+00 
-O.l23E+30 
-0.927E-32 
0,1!34E-0 1 
O.l65E+OO 
0.311Et3~ 
0.372E+OO 
-:%5E-01 
-3337OE-01 
-3.370+01 
-0 .377E-01 
-0.38i)E-01 
-0 ,367 E-O 1 
-0.3 39 E-O 1 
-0.295E-01 
-0.209E-01 
-O.l21E-01 
-y3T3~-;; 
0:320E--01 
cI.532E-91 
0.781E-01 
0.108EtOO 
-- 
8%,-O, 
d:hOE-61 
p;:-;; 
0% lEZOl 
3.31CE-Cl 
r).31OE-Cl 
;A:;-;; 
0:311E-01 
0.310E-01 
0.311E-Cl 
3.310E-01 
0.3lOE-01 
0,3lCE-01 
0.31CE-Cl 
0-O 0.0 13:: 
-EY3E-01 0 :608E-02 
0.6OQE-02 
O.hOSE-02 
0.608 E-02 
O.h08E-02 
229E-31 
:: 
-$.?98E-02 
-O:lSSE-02 
0.0 
ii::: 
0 ; C 
0;311E-02 
0.533E-03 
0.c 
3.0 
3 . 0 
;-: 
iI:0 
O.l03E-12 
0.0 
!:I . 
k%OE-13 
0.0 13 . ‘3 0.0 
-::.$?4E-01 
0.0 84 
0:o 
0.0 
-0,169F-01 O.llOE‘OO 
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TABLE C-19 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
FRiI!: = 48.86 
AL PH THET 
8::: 28 
0”:: 0.0 
30:: 
0.0 
0 MASS= 0 
Om6L7iE-02 
pi;~--cl~ 
3:c6 lE-02 
9.66 lE-02 
0,66OE-02 
7E-03 
7E-03 
7E- 03 
0.23eE-02 
Dm23eE-02 
0.238+32 
-&3b9E-02 
‘-3.927E-02. 
-O.,102E-01 
-O.l21E-01 
-0.139 E-O 1 
-~m~57E-01 . 
0”:: 
k?llE-01 
O.l15E+OO 
Om286E+OO 
01505E+OO 
0 -753 E+OO 
O.lO~E+Ol 
t?E 
0:82 
0”:: 0”:: 
;: 1393E-01 izO4E-03 
Om712E-01 
O.l47E+00 
O.l09E-02 
0.5SOE-03 
0.249E+oo -O.l17E-02 
0.353E+3r) -0.344E-02 
0.417E+oO -;.;;6OE-32 
g:g 
i27f-02 
48RE- 32 
8r)7E-02 
735E-02 
28OE-0.3 
103t’E-oL 
9 
lE-01 
00.ii 0:o 
-K!m-04 
-0:113E-03 
-O.l45E-C3 
-O.l4CE-03 
-0m105E-03 
-cp~5'~~-~~ 
0:276E--03 
0.4<lE-03 
0.712E-03 
8. y2EE-g; 
0:15SE%2 
O.l89E-02 
0.217E-02 
0.227E-02 
E . 
:9c 
3: 
23 
24 
3.5 
26 
27 
% 
33: 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
%i 
3 s 
40 
0. 
C. 
8: 
8: 
4: 
i;: 
0: 
$ 
. 
2 
-0: 
6: 
1:: 
:: 
- 0. 
1:. 
-8: 
0: 
4: 
iii: 
0. 
i: 
. 
170E-02 
230E-02 
$ ;~~-~~ 
5 m--02 
641E-02 
0.0 
-~m3061E-02 
-0:4CZE-02 
3 . c 
0 . 0 
;-;;g: 
3:i2CE- 
0.22CE- 
‘?.22CE- 
0.22CE- 
~%acE 
0:22CE- 
;.$UiE- 
0: 22CEI 
00*zF 
0:i2CEz 
Om22CE- 
2: 
-0:81cE- 
-~m~oeE- . 
90OE- 
262E- 
665E- 
33aE- 
F7”- 
Om359E-03 
0.315E-03 
-O.l89E-04 
-0.447E-03 
-0.958E-33 
-0. L14E-02 
-0.662E-03 
Om533E-03 
O.l72F-02 
Om239E-02 
Om260E-02 
0.196E-02 
O.l27E-03 
-0.319E-02 
-0.648E-02 
-Ez9 lE4 2 
0:o 
-0m456E-02 
-0.5lOE-02 
-9 -56 lE-92 
-0.589E-02 
-0.578 E-32 
-0.51hE-02 
-Om406E-02 
-0m260E-07 
-00 .~%$Fcl; 
0:553E& 
g .w-?~-g 
0:208EZ01 
2: 
-8 l3o57 E-o2 -0:545E-w -0 l 545 E-02 
-Om545E-02 
-3.545E-02 
-0 l 545 E-02 
-0.545E-02 
-0 .Ci45E-02 
-0 l 545 E-02 
-0.545E-02 
-0.545E-02 
3 F E-92 
010 
00-z 
-0 :794E *02 
00 
: C8E-03 
139F.-32 
114E-02 
yg-543 
466E--03 
5 ROE-03 
3 74F-a3 
222E-04 
231E-33 
2SlE-03 
5c5E-o2 
s 
5053r-03 
O.l28E-03 
E2 lf-04 
0:o 
8:; . 
nO:oD 
-O.l24E- 
185 
NC-I. 2180 
0,&9E-C7 
1).394II-c7 
?.4OhE-37 
0.41 7c-C7 
c.42 SE-C? 
E*:39E-c7 . 
c.0 
c. 3 
:I: 
C.0 
F-g 
;; Jr 
3: 
g* &-or 
?:24%F-Oi 
$43 
0, 314E- Cl 
O..?7hF-01 
$2 
3.h72F:-SL 
-O.‘?hlF-01 
27 -c. 534c-Cl 
28 - (3.598E -01 
29 -n,375iz-Cl 
30 -C.239E-02 
31 9.4LlE-C1 
32 0. F?CRE-01 
3 ‘3 c. 935t:-91 
34 0.76 3L- 01 
2 - 0.433E - c‘? 
-o..139E:+oo 
:z .A ;* ;: ;g 0: b+pc]2 
-O.h24F-03 
C. 439E--Cl 
42 0. s351E-03 
43 - 0.33hf- 0: 
4 4 -c.455:-Cl 
4 5 -0,347c- Cl 
4 6 -9.104E-Cl 
23 0, .437F-32 %45E- C:? 
4c 55 -ipz;g;;: 
51 0: 52dE- Cl 
52 cl.!1 
5 3 4 2: ’ 
2; c: 0 
-c.433c-,?I 
TABLE C-20 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
0.3 0.0 
-0.1 q’jF--Dl %3E-02 ‘),lOLE-91 
-0.33hE-Gl kcllOE-01 o.l12E+00 
-0.2 J35+3iI 0.581E-02 O..282E+9’3 
Td..351F+13 -0. L14E-01 0.502E+oo 
-0.505E+30 -0.344E-01 :>.751E+317 
-0,5S9E+OO -0.463E-01 O.l03E+OL 
iii- ‘: 0:3 
0. 2 
r)..?14E-02 
3.7192F -02 
c..3 sot-02 
0.2 h SE-92 
Q*l315-I?2 
-0.1 C8E-02 
-;.3hlE-1J.2 
.55l!i-02 
-!I. 429C-02 
-0.2 13F-.X 
9. o24t--,33 
O.llOE-\77 
0,.35s,r_-c.3 
- 3.32dL-32 
-0. 1 C7EdI 
-0.1741:-31 
0.0 
0. d 
‘3. 1734c-?/1 
.-g:: 31r-32 
-0,514E-02 
-0.2 71E--02 
-3,843E-c4 
c.2 lSE-O‘! 
0.2 68lI-:I2 
3.1 i33?-i)7 
-C.l34E-02 
-! .225E-132 
-;my-;; 
7 ’ 
l r-: 
0.9 
0.0 
k:: 
:: 
2: 
-0. 
-1: . 0. 0. 
k 
2: -0. -0. 
0. 
cl .o 
S% 0 :o 
2 -0 -36 3E-33 
2 -9,76RE-33 
; 
-O.illE-32 
._. -3.141E-02 
2 -0.1.77 E-32 
2 -c?,209E-02 
2 -3.22hE-02 
2 -0.223+?2 
1 -:-I. 195 E-02 
1 -0.14h.E-02 
; -0 .h?5 E-33 
: 
1; .w4~;,; 
3:390F+w 
: !I ,623 E-i)2 
r) .9zc, E-02 
9.0 
0.0 
0.34’3:-(>3 
;.~;i)4E-~U 
:J:i7+E-O2 
o:b 
-0:592E-02 
-0.592E-02 
c\. 0 -0.592E-02 
Cl . 0 -3.592 E-02 
0.0 -3.592E-112 
-0.5’3?E-32 
-i’) ,5(;2 E-02 
-3.592E-!I? 
-O,532E-02 
-0.5Y?E-92 
-3,112E-01 
03’: . 
?E-02 00 
?!I- c2 
-‘E-O2 8 
3E-02 8 - 02 
3E-02 0 
0.C 
-r;%4E-3-3 
-0.46SE-C-3 
-0.46 YE-113 
-3.47iE-03 
-0.473E-C3 
-!I. 46 3E-0 3 
-0.467E03 
-0.46SE-C3 
-‘) .464E-0 3 
-;).473F-03 
-.1.466&03 
-\I .47iE-C3 
-0 .465E-C3 
-1.471+c3 
-0.464E-03 
-;+PE-03 
..S 
. 51 z:- 
. lClE- 
. lClE- 
.lTlF- 
.lClE- 
:F- 
:!52E- 
*39hF- 
.567E- 
.7C6E- 
.79RE- 
.632E- 
0.c 
0.0 
-O.l12E-03 
-0.87CE-04 
-0.764E-04 
-0. R74E- 04 
-O.e84E-C4 
-O.bCOE-04 
-ym~-cb& 
0: 14?&3 
3.257E-C3 
;.;M;;-c”” 
0:764E-G 
O.R94C_-03 
‘3.lC!E-C2 
0. IlIE-02 
0.0 
-%?E-13 
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TABLE C-21 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg lN BAY 47 
-O.loGt-Jr 
-0 .A-/Yt-JA 
-iJ.~o/s-dA 
-3*14lL--uA 
-3 .YiiJt-IJi 
-U l 3LYC-3L 
OruLlL--;rL 
3 .i37c--JL 
3 .>Ytit-Ji 
iJ.J 
0-u 
u.is+t-52 
J.Zcl-tt-OZ 
3.L8’tt-tiL 
Ll.244t-i12 
J.L&4Z--3L 
u.Li'+c--ilL 
3. Lt) -d-i)2 
3.U 
3.5 
187 
TABLE C-22 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, NO TIP WEIGHT, 4.54 kg IN BAY 47 
3.J 
‘L’rct i-&-L., 
TABLE C-23 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
NU. A735 FtttLl = O*O 
8l ALY~ l ‘Cl-&i 
ii:: 
0.3 
u-3 
-ii.&+00 
-LJ.b:Doli+b3 
-O.Jdot+uO 
-U.aOoE+dO 
-i).ai)aipp 
-ppot+Jii 
8:: 
Oh 
-0,153t+fr0 
--3,lSfik+OO 
-3,150E+Ld 
-O.l>ijE+Gii 
--G.A5SE+OG 
-3 ,&ii0k+03 
ii::: 
0.G 
3.G 
-0 .47.&z-01 
-G.S7Lt-01 
-3.*7.LE-01 
-b.+i~LE-01 
-d.%lLt-Ol 
--3,47it-01 
-0,47&i-01 
-+.+7it-ul 
2 .;a:-?; . .-i 
-L47&-OL 
--J.47L-01 
-3.+/dLt-31 
--S,57LE--91 
-ii.4IZi--GA 
-hi .4-i&e-01 
0 '- & 
0.0 
g-z 
ii;0 
G-0 
3.0 
0.0 
if.0 
b.0 
'2 .o 
0.3 
3.0 
G-r; 
c.ij 
G.0 
0.U 
ii.D 
0.u 
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TABLE C-24 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
uru 
ii.; 
3 . i? 
0.3 
U.i) 
L . u 
iJ. u 
0.G . . r. 
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TABLE C-25 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
fKiz.(t = 060 
ALYH Lo -IliLT u .&t+ao i) .dOot+;JU 
O.b06t+OO 
0 .ubot+oO 
0 .Bdoii+;0 
~.bi)ac+93 
tt: 
ii:;: 
3 .&06E:+00 
0 .&66li+Lo 
0 .booC+GO 
0.300rr+u0 
G .troor+dC, 
0 .&obt+UL’ 
u .‘j 
(2 . ‘J 
0 .o 
-o.s~LE+uo 
-u.sYZE+Gu 
-U.SYLt+OO 
-o.59zc+uo 
-O.5rLE+@l 
-$$YLk+ir4 
iI:0 
U.ci 
-Oo:goot*oo 
-0.530t+w 
-0.500E+00 
-O.%l1)k+OiJ 
-lj.fii)LJ&+i&j 
-ir.~OdiE+L 
S-E . 
ii:," 
-0 .suuc+cio 
-0.54cit+w 
--3,54dE+03 
-3.5-eot+oo 
-0 .!i*tiii+u3 
-u.5-,3t+CS 
--9.54dE+OO 
-u,5*,tlc+i)o 
-3.S4tiE+CO 
-0.54s;+iii;) 
--3.54tir+ou 
-0.~4&t+00 
-u.+ot+$G 
-WottJO 
0:l 
ii.5 
191 
BAY l-l 
-3.l34-dr-31 
-i).bb8L-al 
-3.?39E-01 
-0,?3YE-Eil 
3Lr;PBc-01 
-p;jOi-b’ 
. 
;:i 
iii.0 
+.LY3t--Y1 
-3.*Sit-di 
-ia. IAJt-cl 
L-3 
3-b 
ii-i) 
iJ.5 
-;. 16YL’LiA 
TABLE C-26 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
ALPH 
0.0 
G-0 
@.U 
E-5 
0:o 
g-0 
k:H 
-ri:mk-w 
-ii.fibYk-OL 
-L.i43til,i 
-S.L43k-3L 
-u*143c-C1i 
-~.~4Mx 
. 
ii.0 
-0 .YA3is-&fd 
--ir.YlLL-dJ 
-0 r3JY r-J> 
-u .YU~L;-J~ 
-u .dY6;-~lr 
-0 .Y”l c-u5 
--3,4J‘jt--3i 
U-3 
‘2 .Y 
a .433&i-CL 
u .3 
-S.Lolt-JL 
-ii .AOlC-biL 
-3,loli-tic 
-J . lo1 L'b;L 
-.i .LOAL-u)L 
-J.l0lt-UL 
-0 .A01 c-J&i 
-u . iol c-UL 
“.itYt-;i 
L’rU 
3.U 
u .i) 
3.0 
U.iGlk.-UA 
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TABLE G27 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
HDDE: NO. L7d9 F&cl = 6.47 GkNERALlZED nxss= 3.31 
P!CBl Ii 
-cl. LiJGbti-30 
-U.AlibE-Go 
g.LU4L-iiA 
c) .LVVL-JL 
Y,Li;4+r-vi 
-0 .Lodi-iJL 
u .iJ 
cI.a 
b .G 
3.ti 
-S.A3vL”;ib 
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TABLE C-28 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, PO-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
3.0 
0.C $j:; 
--0.?fkOE-31 -ci.2otiiri! 
-0,3G'&-31 --a.Lli3c-GL 
-ci.*Y6E-O1 -~.LAjt-OL 
-ci.cd+t-dA --i).LAotirL 
-3,iY!iit-31 -O.L17t-o2 
-tpjout-OA 
9 
$0: 
Lo 
F 
;i.izJLc-OL 
G .447t-3i 
J .r>14L:-Jl 
b.377~-dfl 
3,6aYt-31 
iJ.KJlr-31 
g:!j 
O.i, 
0.3 
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TABLE G29 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
-ML-G1 -O.LdlE-01 
-O.lbii-01 
-0.1YLr-Gl 
-O,l~AE-01 
-~.~sli-bl 
0:ii 
0.0 
0.0 --ij,ollk-G;i 
-0.6fle-of 
-0.6~Pc-02 
-ij.dlc-u2 
-0 *ir;lc-32 
-d.oiAc-U 
3.0 
+g 
3.0 
--3,;3-kt-Of 
-G .>cbrc-02 
-3.5 6 tc-32 
--J. 58 at-02 
Psi 
O,lia5iE-QL 
O.i6Ot-oL 
O.loO!i-02 
O.lodE-Gl 
O.lbO~-i.bL 
+&oOE-OL 
0.0 
9.-!14E-OZ 
g:; 
195 
TABLE C-30 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, SO-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
HObE NO. 1'742 FREQ = 14-t+ GENERALIL~U PIAs>= 3.GO 
6AI H ALYH 
-dr 7jot-OS J-0 
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SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
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SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
IO-PERCENT WING FUEL, 20-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
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SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
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SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
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TABLE G35 
SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
lo-PERCENT WING FUEL, SO-GRAM TIP WEIGHT, STIFF PYLON 
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SYMMETRIC MODE SHAPE - 
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